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Problems in the Use of

Business Data on Tape

by E Kay Worrell,

EHrector, Survey Research Center

The Conference Board, New York

Introduction

This will be a description of some types of

business data available on magnetic tape, the

uses made of these data by companies and

business researchers, and some problems that

may be encoimtered. Examples will be taken

from experience with Conference Board

applications and from discussions with business

users of such data among Conference Board

associate companies.

The Conference Board publishes research

reports, economic forecasts and newsletters, and

organizes conferences for the business

community. It is supported by subscription

income from associate companies, conference

fees, and publication sales.

The Survey Research Center provides assistance

to research staff in the collection and processing

of survey data, including maintenance of

research-related mailing lists. We also provide

statistical support, training in microcomputer

software, and assistance in database design and

interface between the mainframe and

miCTOcomputers.

Types of business data

There are three broad types of business data

available on magnetic tape.

1 Directory information, including names, titles

and addresses of executives

2 Financial and other descriptive information

about individual companies

3 Aggregate statistical information on the

economy, the workforce and industrial

production and services.

I will focus on the first two types: directory-

information on executives, and descriptive

information about individual companies.

Two of the most commonly used sources of

data on tape are Dim & Bradstreet Corporation

and Standard & Poor's Corporation. Both

companies were formerly best known for their

printed directories, and tape products were

derived from computerization of these data.

Dun & Bradstreet also offers extensive business

data processing and mailing services. Both

companies are producers of proprietary on-line

databases.

Standard & Poor's and Dun & Bradstreet rely

to some extent on self-reporting by companies,

in addition to publicly available financial reports

and other published sources. The titles of

individual executives are coded in some detail.

Standard & Poor's codes up to four separate

titles for each individual, using a two-part code

consisting of 35 discrete designations of rank

(e.g. assL V.P.) and 25 functions (e.g. finance)

A maximum of 20 unique standard industrial

classification (SIC) codes describing products or

services produced can be provided, though some

tape products may not contain all.
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An administrative database containing

information on all publicly-held companies is

now available in machine-readable form from

Disclosure Inc. All companies whose stock is

publicly traded in the United States must file

annual and quarterly reports with the Securities

and Exchange Commission (SEC).

The annual forms — the 10-K for U.S. based

companies, 2(>-K for foreign companies — and

the 8-K quarterly forms have been available on

miCTofilm from Disclosure Inc. for more than

ten years. Data are extracted from these, as

well as from annual reports and proceedings of

annual meetings, and are now available on-line

from Disclosure, as well as on magnetic tape

and microdiskene.

Information on the chief executive officer and

directors of a corporation is also included. The

cash compensation awarded to the lop five

officers is provided, along with their names and

titles. Little other information on individuals is

available, however.

A recent entry into the tape product market is

the National Register Publishing Company
(NRPC), publisher of the Directory of

Corporate Affiliations, the Directory of

Advertisers, and the Corporate Bluebook of

Financial Executives. NRPC is an especially

good source of detailed information on

subsidiary units of corporations.

Tape files from NRPC are now available as

parallel products to each of the printed

directories currently produced. Each directory

product is tailored to one specific business

market Like Standard & Poor's and Dun &
Bradstreei, public data are supplemented by data

solicited directly from companies, and all data

are submitted annually to these companies for

verification.

Uses of Business Data on Tape

Three types of information may be of interest

to the purchaser of business databases on tape,

and the type that is of primary importance may
determine the choice of vendor. The types of

information are:

1. classificatory information, such as SIC

code, or even sales or assets of corporations,

2. names, titles and addresses of individuals,

most often required coded by title — both

level and function,

3. detailed financial information on

corporations.

Companies purchase data on tape for a variety

of reasons, but primarily for purposes related to

marketing. In addition, they may use these data

for analysis of financial and other information

for plannmg and comparisons relating to

investment, mergers, acquisitions and

divestitures.

Marketing activities involving use of such data

fall into three categories:.

1 production of labels for direct mail,

2 update and improvement of in-house lists,

3 analysis of information for marketing

comparisons.

There is some overiap among these activities.

Information may be used for mailing purposes

directly from the purchased tape, or may be run

against in-house computer files — a

"merge/purge" run — lo produce a

non-redundant mailing. This merge/purge run

ma> be done by the company's in-house EDP
department or may be subcontracted to a list

broker or service bureau. Dun & Bradstreet
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offers this service to purchasers.

Data from purchased tape may be merged with

other machine- readable data, such as the

corporation's own list of clients, for update

purposes or for the addition of analytical

variables which the user company may not

collect and maintain, sub as sales, assets, or SIC

classification.

An example of the latter was a recent request

from one of our associate companies seeking

advice on matching SIC codes from a purchased

tape file with their in-house client hsL They

wanted to be able to analyze their client list

stratified by industry groups. Two problems

were encountered.

An alphabetic match on company name resulted

in only a 60% match with their own list. Use

of a unique identification number might have

facilitated a more complete match.

Also, the company was specifically interested in

SIC codes in the retail trade series. The dataset

they had purchased included 6 SIC codes per

corporation. Only the 6 SIC codes thai

described their primary- activities, reflected in

the proportion of the annual revenue generated

by those activities, were listed. There was a

distinct possibility that the codes in which they

were interested were not always included for

companies involved in retail trade activities.

Our own most recent use of a purchased tape

was in conjunction with a survey on corporate

benefits. The tape was acquired from Standard

& Poor's, and the SAS System was used to

produce mail labels (in a time-sharing system).

selecting subjects by title within certain industry

group and size parameters. We wanted to mail

a questionnaire to senior human resource

officers. Although a great variety of funcuons

were coded, that particular release of tape

product had a disappointingly low number of

high-ranking officers coded as this funcuon.

Only about 65% of the largest 1000 corporations

had an identifiable senior human resources

officer coded.

A final example is an investigation we
concluded recently on the feasibility of using

another external tape product The Conference

Board has recently begun to identify a second

level of major corporate leadership, the chief

executive officers of large subsidiary companies.

In our exploratory work we used the printed

version of the Directory of Corporate

Affiliations. A complimentary product is now
available on tape. This is the most

comprehensive source we have found of

information on levels of corporate ownership.

The vendor relies heavily on descriptions of

corporate levels provided by individtial

companies, which are polled annually. Because

of the variety of reporting procediu'es used by

the companies, it is difficult to extract reliable

lists of second-level executives which are

consistent from company to company. We have

resoned to checking the armual reports and

organizational charts that the Conference Board

collects annually from cooperating companies.

Many of the companies listed in the National

Register directory appear to be "paper" entities

rather than corporate profit centers. Several

may be headed by the same individual.

Preliminary work suggests that these tapes will

not be useful for our purposes.

Summar) of Problems and Solutions

Tv-pes of problems one encounters in using

commercial!) available business databases on

tape are:

a. the quality of the data

b. the appropriateness of the content of the
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data for the intended purposes

c. logistic problems related to

implementation of the intended use, e.g.

matching external data with internally

produced data

d. format and documentation of the tape.

The industrial classification codes assigned vary

from tape source to tape source, as do printed

sources. Often, these codes are assigned by

clerical staff on the basis of reported

descriptions of business activities provided by

the responding company; these may be

incomplete or enoneous. They may also be

inconsistently or incorrectly interpreted by the

coders. The composition of the corporation may
change through merger, acquisition, divestiture,

or change in the revenues generated in specific

sub-units, so that the original "primary

SIC-code" no longer applies.

To facilitate merging information from an

externally purchased list with one's own
in-house company list, it may be advisable to

add a unique identification number to the

companies in one's own lisL The CUSIP
number, used by the SEC, the D-U-N-S
number assigned by Dun & Bradstreet, and the

FORTUNE number used in the Fortune Data

Bank, have all been incorporated into at least

one other database besides that of the generator

of the number. One or more ticker symbols

(stock market codes) may also be included, but

these are not consistent from exchange to

exchange. Sundard & Poor's includes the

CUSIP number; Disclosure includes both the

Fortune and D-U-N-S numbers, as well as the

CUSIP.

quality-checking.

Computer-produced, customized print lists and

labels are also available from these same

suppliers, and are frequently the most

cost-efficient way to purchase the information.

The list brokers use a variety of trade journal

subscription surveys and other resoiu'ces.

In order to update certain specialized lists, we
have purchased sets of labels or print-outs from

specialized vendors. Periodically, in order to

update our research mailing list of banks, we
have purchased a printed listing from R. L.

Polk & Co., whose primary research focus is on

banks, and compared it to our own in-house

list We find the primed copy easier to work

with, as we have limited database management
capability in-house. Our own database,

maintained on a Burroughs system, can not

readily accommodate external files.

We request from Polk's print-out of the 3,000

largest banks, in alphabetic order by state and

city, showing the total deposit income of each.

We then select for our list those banks with

total deposit income of e.g. over $500 million

(or $100 million or $1 billion). These we check

against our own in-house list, especially noting

possible bank mergers or name-changes. These

are easier to identify in listings ordered

geographically.

The most difTicult problems facing those who
would merge external information with internal

information are the problems of subsidiary units,

and, more recently, the even more complicated

problem of joint ventures.n

There are also list service houses which will

merge the data and do some specified checking,

based on text-matching of compan\ names.

This is far less successful than matching on a

unique identification number, which allows the

end user substantial control over
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Developing A Social

Science Microcomputer
Local Area Network:
Its Uses and Problems

features.The microcomputer local area network

is more than a technological fad, it is

convenient and elegant way to add additional

function to exisiting equipment for a moderate

price. With proper planning and managment,

local area networks' uses far exceed their

problems. This paper will briefly discuss the

basic definition of a local area network and

review some of the points to investigate when

choosing one. It will then cover the problems

and solutions one might encountered in

constructing and running a social science local

area network.

by Fred Nick

Center for Social Science Computation and

Research

University of Washington

Rgure#1

Abstract

A local area network offers a social science

microcomputer user many nice advantages but it

can also create a host of problems for the

individuals in charge of network administration.

As social science microcomputer use continues

to increase, local area networks will offer social

scientists welcome communication, file storage

and peripheral equipment sharing capabilities.

For the network administrators problems arise

in: initial funding for the additional equipment

needed, the definiiion of which network to

install, the added security problems in running a

network, additional responsibilities for storage

backup, the establishmeni of access policies, the

day-to-day maintenance of the network and its

software, and providing the additional help

needed by the users of the system so that they

can take advantage of the new network
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What is a Microcomputer Local Area Network?

A brief definition of a miaocomputer local area

network (LAN) might be as follows: the

equipment and software necessary to connect

microcomputers to each other so that they can

share files and peripheral equipment while

establishing inter-microcomputer communication.

Some LANs also enhance the operating

characteristics of connected PCs (personal

computers). A network usually includes a

workstation which functions as a file or disk

server, containing files stored by users and

administrators of the network. This server is

connected to the other network workstations by

a cable. There may be more than one server

on a LAN. and often there are many printers

and other peripheral equipment attached to the

network.

figure ;f 2
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Industry analysts predict that the number of

miaocomputer LANs will be 4 to 6 times

greater in 1990 thjm in 1985 (see Figures

1-3)'

In 1985, 26,500 networks were purchased; it is

projected that there will be 121,270 networks

sold in 1990'
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'Lilv, Susan Vendors ready network versions of
sojware. PC WEEK 2(25): 102, June 25. 1985.

(Graphics included as figures 1-2 above)

Lilv, Susan "IBM token ring opens doors for

independent net vendors" PC WEEK 2(51):113,

December 24-31, 1985. (Graphics included as

figure 3 above)
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Initial Enviroiunent

The first stage in establishing a local area

network is careful planning. Networks can be

ver>' expensive, and have a large number of

differing capabilities; a bad choice could be

costly. The first step in planning is to examine

the environment in which the network will be

placed. What equipment is presently being

used? How much experience with

microcomputers does the user community' have?

What fimctions are needed, and what

capabilities are patrons likely to anticipate

having available. A primary' complaint about

LANs is that they have not performed as the

users had anticipated. Unfulfilled expectations

can make a system appear to be a failure when

it had merely not been designed to do what

people requested of it

As examples, I will draw on the installation of

a LAN in my organization, a computer support

group which helps soda! scientists to use

computers. It has existed for 13 years, and has

traditionally been mainframe oriented. It is

located in a state-funded university, and derives

its entire budget from state monies. It has no

mechanism for recapturing expenditures through

charges. All services are free to users of the

facility. All users of the system were familiar

with mainframe-style interactions and

capabilities. We had purchased an Apple 11+

five years earlier, but ii had proven a failure.

Not enough software was available at the time;

the operating system was too simple, and the

functions demanded by the mainframe users

who experimented with the microcomputer were

not available. Thai purchase was ahead of its

time.

Three years ago we again became interested in

introducing microcomputers to our patron

community. A new generation of computers

became available, major software packages were

creating renewed interest, and microcomputer

word processing was becoming popular. Also,

several major computer companies were starting

to give equipment grants to universities. We
therefore decided to try to develop a

miCTOcomputer LAN. The Apple 11+ experience

influenced the decision-making process when we
began to plan for a miaocomputer LAN. Our
user would demand certain 'mainframe'

characteristics. There must be 'personal storage'.

Patrons were very imeasy about having files that

any user could read, manipulate or destroy.

They were accustomed to security precautions

such as passwords and access modes. If our

LAN was to include shared storage, on the

same disk, then these features would be

requested. Since the users had mainly

mainframe experience, it was essential that we
provide access to the mainframe so that files

and programs could be moved freely to and

from the LAN. We decided that since our

organization had many diverse groups of

potential users, we should choose one group and
develop the LAN with those individuals in

mind. Because we had little chance of

developing a large LAN, we decided that a

small LAN would have the most far-reaching

exposure if it were dedicated to faculty

education and instructional development

Faculty and teaching assistants interested in

gaining skills on miaocomputers or developing

microcomputer courseware were allowed access

to the LAN. Our staff developed free

non-credit courses to educate novice users.

Several other campus microcomputer facilities

had developed severe managmeni problems

when word processing was allowed on them.

The microcomputers had quickly become

24-hour-a-day word processing stations to the

exclusion of all other uses. We therefore did

not allow 'production' word processing.

Development of word processing skills was

allowed if noi encouraged, however.

Having identified what you want, whom it will

serve and a few of the operational details, how
do you gel started?
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The first two tasks are obtaining financing and

finding an appropriate space for the LAN. If

you can charge for services, you should

experiment with possible funding mechanisms to

determine if the costs of developing and

supporting the LAN can be recovered. LANs
seldom have a convenient method of keeping

track of useage. Charging by the hour, or a

monthly fee, are possible alternatives. It is

difficult to differentiate between "heavy" users

and "light" users other than by the clock time

they spend using the equipment Even

consumables, such as the paper used in printing,

is difficult to monitor on some systems; other

systems record the number of lines printed.

Some granting agencies may be appropriate

sources of funds to finance the LAN. Detailed

advance planning will help organize and collect

the information needed for gram applications.

At many institutions of higher learning, physical

space may be more difficult to obtain than

money. Each LAN microcomputer requires

approximately 16 to 20 square feet of space,

when placed on a table with a chair in front of

it. Extra power outlets will be needed, and it is

important to remember that microcomputers can

generate lots of heat (as do their human users).

Proper electrical connections, ventilation and

heating must be considered. Also security must

be considered when looking for space.

Microcomputers are very popular booty for

thieves. Consideration must be given to which

fioor of the building the room is on, where the

windows are, how the room is locked, who has

access to the room now, and if it can be

rekeyed. Careful planning can prevent many
managment problems later.

In developing our LAN both space and funding

were critical points. Our financial situation

could not have been worse when we decided to

pursue obtaining a LAN. Our budget came

directly from the state legislature. The state

was in a financial crisis. Our operating budget

had just been cut by 20%. There were no

capitol funds available for equipment purchases.

The Dean considered the project an experiment,

and there was a considerable amount of

prejudice against microcomputers to be

overcome. Undaunted, we decided to proceed.

We went directly to computer manufacturers,

asking them for gifts or loans. To our delight

and surprise, the IBM Corporation agreed to

loan us 5 IBM XTs, 5 printers and some

software to get things started. These were to be

loaned to us for 6 months, but in the end we
had kept them for one and one-half years.

After 6 months of our having used the

borrowed XTs, the budget situation had

improved greatly. Use of the borrowed

equipment had also quelled many criticisms

voiced earlier. At that time we were given

$40,000 by the University to purchase a LAN.
Many projects had been started on the

borrowed equipment, which had laid a solid

foundation for the request for a LAN.

Space was donated by another department,

electrical outlets were nimierous, and the power

was not polluted by other equipment on the

circuit (Having other electrical equipment on

the same circuit could cause voltage fiuctuations

which might affect the LAN equipment). The

room had no windows, and the door was

rekeyed so that even the janitors did not have

access. We did not plan for ventilation,

however. The room would become terribly

warm with just a few individuals in it Since

there was no venlilalion system, nor windows,

users would open the door to allow the room to

cool off, undermining our security and allowing

access by unauthorized individuals. We
eventually had to trade rooms to remedy the

ventilation problem. We had no funds with

which to have proper ventilation installed.
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Which Network to Buy?

Choosing a networl: can be very confusing.

There is a variety of technologies, hardware

requirements and functional difTerences.

Networking technology has its own set of "buzz

words", or jargon, which is highly complex.

There are many topologies or workstation

layouts. Most of the literature is difficult to

read without first having learned the definitions

of the most corrunonly used phrases. The best

approach in choosing a network is to avoid

becoming too involved in comparing all the

performance figures quoted in the literature.

First, define how the network will be used, and

then determine which network characteristics are

important If large files stored on a central disk

are going to be used, transfer speed may be an

important criterion. If users are to be able to

converse from one station to another, check to

see that the nodes on the network can address

each other and send messages directly to the

screen of another node. Electronic mail is an

attractive method of communication which is not

reliant upon the recipient being at his desk

when you want to communicate with him.

Electronic mail can store and organize

conespondenses, forward messages to others,

and send replies along with the original

message.

Cost is an important criterion. Networking

hardware and software can be very expensive

and is seldom inexpensive. If you are building

a network of exisitng PCs, it may be possible to

use some existing hardware to provide the

comunicalion connections. Low speed LANs can

use standard serial cards as communication

hardware. Networks can cost more than a

$1000.00 per station to install. Always try to

balance cost and function. One network may
cost a little more than another, but offer far

superior performance or stability.

LAN technologies have length limitations

between workstations, and usually have

limitations on how far apart the first and last

node can be. Limitations on distance on a low

speed LAN will vary according to the speed at

which the equipment is seL If the PCs are in

different buildings, certain networks may not

work at all. It is suprising how far apart two

terminals can be if the wiring has to be run all

over the building. Distances must be measured

accurately before the hardware is bought Since

different networks use different hardware, the

life of a network can be increased by choosing

one which allows one to change from one brand

of software to another without changing the

hardware. Ethernet cards are used by several

LANs as well as serial cards. The reputation of

the company is another good indicator in

making the choice of network. If nothing else,

having a popular network insures that one may
be able to obtain help from another local user.

What might you have to give up if you already

have PCs and wish to install a network? Some
networks alter the operating system. When the

next version of the operating system is released,

it may not be usable. PCs may behave

differently, thereby causing present users some
problems. The machine which becomes the

server may no longer be usable as a regular PC.

What might you gain by installing a network?

Enhanced PC capabilities are one possible

benefit Some networks make it appear as if

the PC has more hard disks than it realh has.

You may gain electronic mail features. Access

to printers not directly connected to the PC is a

common benefit of LANs. Files stored on the

server may be protected by security access and

logins with passwords. The abilit\ to isolate

individuals' files and label printouts is another

nice feature.
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Choosing a Network: A Case Study

My organization had 6 months experience using

IBM XTs when we made our decisions as to

what equipment to buy and which network to

install. The day the IBM XTs had arrived no

one but myself was suppose to know of their

arrival. The equipment was delivered in large

cases stamped "IBM" all over the sides. By the

end of the first day, I had received 20 requests

for keys to the room where the XTs were

placed. These 20 people were all interested in

doing free word processing: a clear hint that

word processing would a problem. Other

management problems quickly emerged. Floppy

disks were being stolen. Faculty accidently

reformatted the hard disks on a weekly basis.

Bootlegged software appeared on the hard disks

even though we had instituted strict rules

against its use. Many policies had to be

hurriedly created in order to solve these

problems. We decided to buy IBM
microcomputers and connect them with a 3COM
LAN. The LAN was viewed as a potential

solution to many of the problems mentioned

earlier. We had several users interested in

using social survey data on the network, and

therefore decided to try to obtain as high a

transfer speed as possible. Because of

"ownership" problems experienced with more

than one person using the hard disks, we

needed a network which would have access

passwords for each user, and provide exclusive

control over certain administrative functions.

We also wanted to enhance the functions of the

network PCs, since we were buying expensive

network hardware, rather than extra disk drives

and printers. We purchased IBM single drive

PCs with 512k of memory, color monitors, 8087

math coprocessors, and a multifunction card

which supplied each machine with a serial porl,

parallel port, and clock. The peripherals

included a 6 pen table plotter, an ink jei

plotter, a digitizer, and a dot matrix printer.

We decided to buy a 3COM network because it

satified most of our criteria. It included a

$1000 ethemet board and software for each PC
(these now cost about $600). In addition, we

had to buy thin ethemet cable and three pieces

of software: file server software ($750), mail

software ($750), and print server software

($500). 3COM met our criteria in the following

ways:

a. It is very fasL It transfers information at

10 million bits per second. This was

much faster than most other networks.

b. It offers excellent security. Each user has

an account and a password. Files

belonging to one user can only be access

or altered by another user if the owner

gives permission. The adminisiative

software and system library are protected

from accidental erasure and the

administrative menus are available only

after a control password is repeated.

c. The network dramatically enhances the

performance of each PC. Each individual

machine has only one disk drive, but

when logged into the network, performs

as if it had 4 additional hard disks. Each

hard disk is emulated by the network and

contains only information stored there by

the owner. (Each user creates his own
"virtual" disks.)

d. The network commands are separate from

the operating system, not patches to it.

They are easy to use and there is a good

help feature.

e. The network automatically captures all

prim requests, including screen dumps,

and directs them to the system primer

where they are printed with a banner

page on the front displaying the owners

id.

r The electronic mail facility is elegant and
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has many features.

Users cannot control or contact another

user's tenninal except through electronic

mail. We viewed this capability as a

problem and were reheved that it was not

available on the 3COM network.

At the time that we made our decision,

3COM had the largest number of working

networks in service, and after talking to

several satisfied owners we felt that the

network was reliable and that there were

many possible sources of information and

assistance.

The installation of the network was

straight forward and the installion

instructions were ver\' clear.

What were the negative aspects of 3Com? The
following:

a. It is very expensive. We spent twice as

much on 3Com as we would have spent

on other networks.

b. 3COM allows any user to generate

another account for himself Only two

individuals have discovered this feature,

which is apparently an oversight in the

networking administrative software.

c. 3COM allows any user to delete another

user's account but only if the account has

no stored files. In practice, this is not as

much of a problem as it may seem.

Every user on our system has a mailbox

file, and therefore every user has at least

one file.

The Uses of a Social Science Microcomputer

LAN

The social scientist can take advantage of a

LAN for both instructional and research

applications. On the research side, a LAN
provides the user with a larger, embellished

machine on which to perform analyses. Access

to 4 virtual hard disks allows versatility in the

organization and storage of text and data. The
speed of these virtual disks can increase

performance when using software that accesses

multiple files simultaneously. (There is no need

for one of these files to be on a floppy disk.)

In addition, software can be stored on the

system disk and many users can use these

libraries simultaneously. The LAN workstation

functions like a slow minicomputer rather than

a single microcomputer. Many of the

frustrations involved in using a microcomputer

are alleviated upon installation of the LAN.
The communication capability is a hidden

blessing. Leaving messages for other members
of a research team becomes an addictive, useful

tool. On the instructional side, the LAN allows

a single copy of assignments and data to be

stored, instead of one on each machine. Again,

mail allows faculty and student interaction

outside classroom or office hours. The software

available for microcomputers is often easier and

more fun to use than mini- or mainframe

software. LAN software is almost as elegant as

mainframe software. It is also important to

remember that microcomputers are now firmly

entrenched in the business community. The
microcomputer exposure that the students

receive pays off not only in the classroom but

also later when they are in the job market

Many interesting applications and programs were

developed on our insiruclionai LAN. The
Departments of Politicai Science, Public Affairs,

Geography, Demography, Computer

Cartography, Economics, Sociology, Social Work
and Psychology all took advantage of the LAN.
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In Political Science, a simulation was constructed

to illustrate how community political pressure

causes the development of a 911 response

system. Economics constructed

telecommunication software to enable the LAN
miCTOcomputers to act as elegant graphics

terminals interacting with large economic time

series databases stored on the mainframe. In

Demography, population simulations were

developed which graphically displayed

population pyramids. Geography/Cartography

developed a continous shading Choroplethic

mapping program. We trained 5 Social Work
faculty members to leam Basic so that they

could program the IBMs they had at home.

There are many other experiments and many
faculty have increased their miaocomputer
skills.

Problems in Using a Social Science

Microcomputer LAN

There are two major classes of problems with a

LAN: problems for the users and problems for

the administrators. Novice users are in need of

extra support to help them begin. Purchasing

good computer tutorials for the software is a

wise investment, as is creating locally written

documentation which highlights what options to

leam first and how lo use the help features of

each program. The major problem we
encountered was that the operating system for

IBM PCs is terse and quite frightening to many
novices. Our solution was to obtain a gram to

hire a programmer, for a summer, to write a

menu driven control program for the LAN.
Each user merely inserts a disk and turns on

the microcomputer. From that poini on, a

series of menus asks the user which programs

he wishes to use. After he is finished using the

selected program, the menu system again takes

control, cleans everything up, and logs the user

off the network. It is an elegant piece of

software which works not only on a 3COM
LAN but also on any single IBM XT computer.

The software also allows instructors to create

class menus which providing their student with

access to only that software necessary to

complete their class assignments.

There were more administrative problems than

user problems. The LAN demands a great deal

more adminstrative attention than I had

envisioned. There are constantly updates to

software to be installed. To install software

requires taking the lime to become familiar with

the program, its organization and its options.

The installer is the first source for inquires

about which version of the software is available,

and is this or that option available. Backups

must be made of the system disks on a regular

basis. If the hard disk needs to be reformatted,

it may be necessary to invest several days of

work to rebuild it, and confirm that it is now
working properly. Hard disk management is

also time consuming. Reorganizing storage on

the disk will be mandatory several times during

the first few months of operation. Just to

decide what software to buy can use days of

time. There is no repair service that can be

called in if the network stops working. If you

are successful in developing a small LAN, you

will probably immediately be asked to build a

deliver>' LAN large enough to handle large

classes. Everyone will demand use of the

equipment for word processing. If the resources

are available, there is little reason not to

provide this service, but if resources are limited,

one must beware of setting an unfortunate

precidenL Everyone will want a key to the

facility. But, one unlocked door can result in

the loss of your entire LAN to thieves.

Insurance on the equipment is a good

investment, if the budget allows. We had noi

anticipated the legal problems of software

licenses and software theft It is the

administrator of the LAN who is primarily

responsible for upholding software contracts, as

well as making sure that state, local and
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university laws concering software theft are

upheld. When reading software contracts,

beware of clauses prohibiting use of the

software on a LAN. Several major software

producers have such stipulations. If the license

states that the software can only be used on

one machine, indicate to the users which"

machine they must use to run that software. If

possible, use of that software on more than one

machine at a time shoiild be hindered. When
buying software that will be used by several

simultaneous users, one should buy the legal

number of copies or inquire about LAN
versions of the software. The laws which

concern software theft should be posted in the

room containing the LAN. It is important to

ensure that siafT uphold these laws and that

they project the right attitude about theft to the

users of the system. Do not turn your back on

illegal copying. If someone is caught, it is the

administrator who will be indicated as legally

responsible for the protection of the software

license.

c. Plan before you buy.

carefully.

Identify needs

Plan to avoid obsolecence. Try to

purchase from companies which will help

the network evolve and expand, especially

as national standards for network

structures appear.

Security should always be a primary

consideration in developing budgets,

buying equipment, and choosing space.

Beware of setting bad precedents.

Ask the network salesperson for a list of

software and/or hardware that not work

on their LAN.

Having Installed a Successful LAN, What Next?

Problems Versus Uses

Trouble?

Is a LAN Worth the

Definitely! With proper plarming. the problems

can be reduced lo a minimum and the value of

the LAN to the users increased. Some steps

which will streamline the installation of the

LAN:

a. Hire a LAN manager. If the funding is

available, this will have a dramatic

positive effect on the installation of your

LAN.

A bigger LAN!! Because of the ease of use

and friendliness of microcomputers and the

added utility of the LAN, users will demand
faster machines and more software. Also, if you

do not have a closed community of users, your

LAN converts will encourage others to use the

system. Use in an instructional setting can grow

exponentially with just a few moderately sized

classes moving their work onto the LAN. My
group is installing a 22 IBM AT LAN using the

IBM ring network this summer. Again a grant

from IBM purchased the equipment. The

experiment starts over again, but on a larger

scale!!

b. Take advantage of student employees.

Especially in the beginning, the LAN will

involve a number of small tasks which

are time consuming. Student employees

offer talented help at an affordable price.
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Historical Research

and Cataloging
Using a Combination of

Portable TRS-80 Model 100

and the Pick Database

System on an IBM-XT

by David L Clark'

24851 Piuma Road
Malibu, CA 90265

(818) 888-9305

Source Mail BBJ 949

The purpose of this presentation is to obtain

your comments and assistance in devising a

standard data entry form which coiild be used

by both researchers and libraries for historical

and other materials in the social sciences and

humanities. The computer offers the potential

of greatiy improving the efficiency and

usefulness of the cataloging activities of libraries

and the research activities of the individual

scholar. Yet the person or institution seeking to

realize the promise and potential of this 'Brave

New World' of easy information interchange

most often receives as a reply that terrible

phrase which threatens to become the foremost

cliche of our time: "But it's not compatible."

The use of a standard form incorporated in a

database system would allow both researchers

and libraries to take much greater advantage of

library resources and of cataloging efforts. For

example, when a library sells copies of its

historical photographs the institution could also

sell copies of the database catalogue entries for

those photos, including descriptions,

identification of people and places, and Library

of Congress subject terms for database

searching. The library could sell the catalogue

entries in electronic form, either on diskettes,

over the telephone line or by transfer directiy

to the memory of a portable computer such as

tile Radio Shack Model 100.

'Paper presented at the International Association
for Social Science Information Service and
TechnologN (IASSIST) Conference held in

Marina Dei Rey, California. May 21-24. 1986

The library could also tap into the expertise of

researchers much more easily and productively

if the scholar's information and identification of

dubious items could be transferred from the

researcher's database into the librar\'s. Most of

a researcher's work never reaches the printed

page. It is stored on 3-by-5 cards, handwritten

in cryptic note-taking style and virtually beyond

retrieval by the person who wrote them two

years later. There has been no mechanism for

treaung such work as an inventors upon which

10 draw after the current project is finished.

Computer database management offers such a

mechanism.
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Securing the adoption of a common database

entry form on a grand scale would probably

prove as difficult as persuading all of the

NATO countries to adopt the same rifle. Some

will insist upon keeping incompatible weaponry,

particularly if it is manufactured locally.

However the concept of a common form can

prove useful even on a very limited scale,

among a group of scholars and/or libraries

working in the same field. For example, there

are perhaps a dozen libraries with significant

holdings of historical photographs of Southern

California, and several hundred active

professional and amateur historians. Such a

group could exchange the information of

greatest interest to it in a common form. The

idea would gain impetus when researchers and

publishers who purchase photographs begin to

prefer one library over another on the basis of

its ability to provide electronic copies of

database entries for its photographs.

The program that I have written uses the Model

100 for data entry in the field and the Pick

Operating System on a larger computer for

managing and utilizing the database. The Radio

Shack Model 100 is ideal for straight-forward

data entry in libraries, archives and other field

locations. This portable computer weighs only

four pounds and can be powered by four

penlight batteries. The screen is very readable,

and may be used on a full time basis without

eyestrain. With 32,000 characters of memory,

the machine costs only $450. Cost is a

particularly important factor when considering

the hazards to which a portable machine is

subject Data entered on the Model 100 may

be transferred to a small cassette tape recorder

(cost: $35) or to a portable disk drive (cost:

$200). The Model 100 has standard serial and

parallel printer outlets. The portable printer

supplied by Radio Shack costs $200 and will

print on either plain or thermal paper. The

Model 100 also includes a modem for

transferring information over the telephone, and

a bar-code reader outlet

Accompanying this paper, to illustrate the

database entry process on the Model 100, are

examples from work on a history of UCLA and

the cataloging of historical photographs from the

Security Pacific Collection. I have included a

copy of the procedure in the hope of obtaining

your suggestions for improvement

Figures #11 and #12. contain a complete

listing of the fields in the database in its

present version. I would be grateful if you

would, as you read the paper, circle those

features, fields and cataloging terms that you

would definitely want cross out those for which

you would not have any use, and add any

which you would wish to see included, and

return the listing to me. My mailing address

appears at the head of this paper.

Figure #1 presents the information and choices

that first appear on the screen after entering the

History Database program on the Model 100.

Screen #1 asks whether you wish to add new

data, edit old data, print out data in the form

of a report or transfer data to another

computer or to a tape recorder, disk drive or

telephone. The first screen is the "Main Menu"

of the program. You will always return to this

point after completing any task.

Note that the first item on a list is always the

"default" choice. You may select that choice

simply by pressing the ENTER key, without

typing a number.

Screen #2 presents the "Setup" which was in

effect the last lime the program was used. The

Setup is a combination of the name of the

Project the name of the writer of the entries,

and the type of data to be entered. (The term

"Data Type" may be familiar to you as

"Relation" or "Table".) A file must be created

10 hold your data until it transferred. The

History Database program creates a name for

the file from the one-letter codes for Project

Writer and Data Type. To those three letters,

the program adds day of the month and an "A"
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for yor first file CTeated on that day. Your

choices appear at the bottom of the saeen. If

you choose "New Setup" you will be shown the

lists of choices available for Projects, Writers

and Data Types.

Screen #3 (figure #2) contains an example of

a list of Projects. This list is in a text file that

can easily be changed. This is also true of the

lists of Writers, Data Types, names and sizes of

data entry fields, size of the largest data entry

form, the requirements of any database program

to which you are transferring, as well as many
other parameters. All important parameters can

be changed without changing the programs.

Screens #4 and 5 present lists of Writers and

Data Types. After choosing the new setup of

Project, Writer and Data Type, the program will

remm to Screen #2, the "APPROVE SET"
saeen, for your fimil approval.

The following page (figure #3) presents a guide

to the data entry and editing keys used for the

History Database program on the Model 100.

The purpose of this program is to support

research which may involve long textual entries

rather than short items such as would appear an

address list Therefore full editing capabilities

are provided.

Screens #6, #7, and #8 (figures #4, #6, and

#8) present data entry forms for Data Types

Photo Caption, Text and Bibliography. Each

form encompasses one item. An Item,

sometimes called a Record, is a collection of

fields (or Attributes). Note thai the Model 100

saeen displays 8 rows of 40 characters each;

therefore the data entry screens as presented are

divided into multiple screens on the Model 100.

As you enter each screen, the program presents

the entries most recently made for thai Setup of

Project, Writer and Data Type. Mosi data enir>

work involves a great deal of repetition. The
program allows you to repeal automatically any

information which remains the same from one

entry Item (or Record) to the nexL You can

accept an entire field for automatic repetition,

or edit the information in the field and

subfields. The very long descriptive field which

appears at the bottom of the Photo Caption and

Text entry forms is not repeated, it is left blank

for new information.

The field entries available for automatic

repetition are taken from the most recent

entries, even if the computer has been turned

off or used for other tasks in the meantime.

The program will always return to the point at

which you left iL Thus, if you are resuming

data entry after an interruption, you can return

to your entr>' form with only two keystrokes:

press ENTER on Screen #1 for the first choice

of Add New Data, then press ENTER on screen

#2 to approve the same Setup and Data File

name, and the program will present your

previous field entries for approval or change.

The first field, "Temporary", (see figure #4) is

a place marker. The program will automatically

enter the word "New" in that field. When the

file is transferred to the database program on

an IBM-XT, the larger database program will

automatically present for your approval the

Items which contain the word "New" in the

Temporary field. To approve the item for

admission into the database, remove the word

"new". When working with the database, the

Temporar>' field serves as a place marker,

similar to a bookmark. For example, when
selecting photo captions for printing, individual

items might be coded "Yes" or "Maybe" in the

Temporar\- field. Compare the data entr>- form

to the following page (figure #5), which was

printed with the Model 100 and the portable

printer. Note thai the Temporary field has not

been printed, since it is only for internal use.

The fields Bibliography*. Pari#, and

SubPari# correspond to entries in the

Bibliography and will be used to identify the

sources of the photographs, the collections and

libraries in which they are contained, and their
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fonnat, without the need to type and store such

repetitious information separately for each Item.

In the example (figure #4), the photo was part

of the Security Pacific Collection which is #1
on the Bibliography list, the format of the

photo is 5x7, and the SubPart# field is not

used, so a "1" has been entered as a dummy.
The Entry# designates the data Item within a

given collection. When comparing the entry

form to the printed version, you will see that

the program has combined Bibliography*,

Part#, SubPart# and Entry* into an Item ID,

separating the components with asterisks, and

has made that Item ID the first field. The

Item ID uniquely identifies an Item within the

database. Unique identifiers are necessary for

many database programs and desirable for

others. When the file is transferred into a

larger computer's database, Item ID can be

handled with some fiexibility, depending on the

requirements of the larger computer's program.

The field Ref# is intended to contain any

identifying number that may already been

assigned to the photo or other material thai you

are describing. For example, when taking notes

from a book, you might use the page number.

The field "Units" is intended for collections. A
single photo description might apply to more

than one photograph. In the example, rather

than entering 17 separate items for 17 photos of

the construction of the Samson Tire and Rubber

plant, all 17 have been included in one Item.

A library patron ordering a photograph would

specify the Item ID and the individual number,

for example "r57*l*1845 #13".

After the Dates on which the photos were

taken, appear the fields "EraType" followed by

"Era". In the same manner, the field

"Location" is followed by "AreaType", then by

"Area". In the printed report the History

Database program pairs the "Type" field entries

their counterparts in the descriptive fields.

Thus: "EraType: Decade Era: 1920;

1930" on the entry form has become "Decade:

1920:1930" in the printed report, and

"AreaType: City; County area: City of

Commerce; Los Angeles" has become "City:

City of Commerce County: Los

Angeles". The format of Type-Description pairs

allows the accommodation of new and

unexpected needs without requiring changes in

the data structure. For example, "Type" of

geographic area might be a city, coimty, state,

or other entity. In Los Angeles, most of us

refer to ourselves as living in communities, such

as Hollywood or Venice, which have no

incorporated legal status. For some research

purposes, the relevant area might be the

Congressional District or the Census District

For other purposes one might speak of an

Irrigation District, a Federal Coun District, or a

Parish. The variety of such designations defy

all attempts to lock a particular term into a

database within a reasonable total number of

fields. Therefore the Type-Description pair

allows you to designate the type of unit that is

relevant to your purpose while maintaining a

structured format One could not simply have

an Area field and write in "Los Angeles,"

because no one would know whether you meant

the city, the county or the state of mind.

In addition to allowing you to designate the

relevant "Type" of imit the Type-Description

pairs also allow multiple entries, such as

"Community: Venice" followed by "City: Los

Angeles". Multiple entries in a single field are

refened to as Multi-Values or Sub-Fields. In

the example, the History Database program has

separated and paired off the Sub-Fields to

produce a clear printed report A prime reason

for choosing the Pick System to manage the

database after entry onto the IBM-XT is Pick's

handling of Sub-Fields. Pick can be used to

create "Controlling - Dependent" relationships

between fields and between their conesponding

Sub-Fields. Thus, PICK can be used to select

Hems in the database from the city of Los

Angeles but not including everything from the

entire county of Los Angeles, even though there

are no fixed City and County fields defined.

You can designate: If City = "Los Angeles"
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when conducting a search and retrieve only

those Items in which you specified the

correponding AreaType as "City".

Pick will also treat the Sub-Fields as separate

entities for Global Search and Replace and for

Conepondence Tables. When Pick stores an

Item, the Pick System keeps the fields separate

and within each field also keeps the Sub-Fields

separate. Thus, if the Library of Congress

changes a standard subject term from

"Agricultural utensils" to "Farm tools" you can

make that change throughout your database with

one command, whether or not your Subjects

field contains multiple entries. Other database

programs, such as Rbase, will treat the entire

Subjects field as one entr)-, even though you

may have placed multiple subjects there. Thus

with Rbase, the Global Search and Replace

command is only useful for single-entr>' fields.

Free Text systems, which some researchers and

hbraries have adopted in the mistaken belief

that such programs are simpler to learn than

database programs, will not perform Global

Search and Replace at all. To change

"Agricultural utensils" to "Farm tools", you

would have to make the change in each

individual Item. One alternative is to load the

entire database into a word processor, and make
the change with the word processor's Replace

command, but a word processor does not know
one field from another, and would make other,

unexpected, changes. The cataloging of

materials, whether by a researcher or a library,

is ver>' straight-forward database usage. To
adopt a Free Text program for such a purpose

would be inefficient The History Database

program which 1 have placed on the Model 100

includes features to facilitate a changeover from

Free Text to database, or from one database

program such as Rbase to Pick. Thus, after a

data Item has been created, during the transfer

process, one can choose to send onh certain

fields to one program and other fields to

another.

Continuing with the entry form (figure #4), the

field Project indicates the particular project for

which the research was conducted. In an

institutional context, the entry might be the

name of a department or funding source. The
following two fields, FileHead and Topics, are

dependent upon the field I*roject in the sort of

Controlling-Dependent relationship mentioned

earlier. In my example, the Project is "Security

Pacific" for the cataloging of the collection of

Security Pacific photographs. The FileHead

"Factories-Rubber industry and trade"

designates the label on the file folder in which

the photographs have been placed within the

Security Pacific Collection and would not be

confused with a similar file heading that might

be used in the Business Department of the

librar>'.

A researcher might enter into the Project field

the title of a book on which he was working,

and FileHead could be used to indicate the

chapter in which he expected to place the

information. Thus in another example, I named
the Project "UCLA History", to indicate a book

I am struggling to finish; the FileHead is

"Graduate School Founding-Opposition by the

Regents" to indicate the relevant chapter and

subchapter. A scholar might be working on

several different books at the same time, and

could indicate the relevance of the information

for different chapters in different books. A
library might also be combining funding from

several sources or wish to designate where a

photo might be used in an exhibit in addition

to its placement within a collection. Thus to

the Project field could be added the name of an

upcomg exhibit such as "Los Angeles at Work"
and to the FileHead field one could add, in a

conesponding position, "Factory Architecture".

The field Topics contains subject headings which

pertain only to a given project, and should not

be confused with the standard Library of

Congress subject headings in our Subjects field.

Since standard subject terms are preferable, the

use of the Topics fields should be limited as

much as possible.
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Because the Pick System allows us to aeate

Conespondence Tables, even when a field

contains multiple entries, we can make qui work

much faster and productive in several ways.

For example, the researcher can indicate the

order in which he expects the chapters and

subchapters to appear. The table consists simply

of his book outline, with rows of chapter names

in one column and corresponding numbers in

another. When the researcher is ready to write

a chapter, he can bring the information from

his database into the word processor sorted in

the order of his outline. If he wishes to change

the order, he need only change the outline.

The program will also deliver the information

with a footnote attached. To construct the

foomote. Pick will use information regarding

sources from the Bibliography, for which reason

the Text or Photo Caption Item contains the

Bibliography# of the corresponding Item in the

Bibliography lisL

Just as a researcher retrieves information for his

book, in the same manner a library can easily

give its staff a list of photos to be retrieved in

the order in which they are filed, even when

different ordering systems have been used for

prints and negatives. To change the order on

the computer, one need only change the table.

A Conespondence Table can also be used to

check the terms that are entered. Thus, if you

type a file heading or chapter name that does

not appear on the approved list for the

FileHead field, the program will return it as an

incorrect entry. This prevents the typing enors

and other mistakes that plague cataloging. A
single mis-typed letter will often place an Item

beyond retrieval. Lists can be created with the

name of each allowable Project, FileHead,

Topic, EraType, AreaType, etc. Pick also

contains a feature called "Soundex" which

allows one to search for variations of names, as

long as the sound of the name remains similar.

The Correspondence Table used for error

checking can also be used for abbreviations.

Enclosed are examples of each table. Rather

than writing "Census District" as the AreaType,

one could type "cs". Whether you typed "cs"

or "Census District" the program would lake up

only the storage space required for "cs". When
the data are printed or displayed on the screen,

the program automatically converts "cs" to

"Census District". You could search for the

AreaType as either "cs" or "Census District".

The shorter format would be easier for someone

entering tnany Items, the longer format might

be easier for someone who did only occasional

searching. The Pick system provides extensive

facilities for such conversions between internal

and external formats.

Pick can also create Virtual Fields or Symbolic

Fields which contain no data of their own, but

which display the results of manipulating other

fields. Thus although the Photo Caption entry

contains no designations for Source or

Collection, one could search for such fields,

because Pick would take the information from

the Bibliography, just as it did when

constructing the footnote mentioned above.

To finish the Photo Caption form, we enter

under Names the names of relevant individuals

and companies, and under Subjects, standard

Librarx' of Congress headings. It should be

stressed that the use of standard subject terms is

absolutely essential. It is easy to believe, in the

beginning, that you can simply create your own

terms as you proceed, but you will soon find

that you have used different terms at different

times for the same purpose, making searching

very difficult

The final field. Caption, contains a description

of the photographs. You will notice that the

description here of the building of the

"Assyrian Rubber Factory" is written in draft

manuscript form, not in cryptic note-taking

style. When working in a library or archives

with the History Database program on the
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Model 100, it is actually easier and faster to

type complete sentences than it was previously

to scribble notes on 3-by-5 cards. When the

information is retrieved a year later for use in a

book or article, rather than hand-written notes

which even the writer can barely decipher, one

has instead a rough draft manuscript chapter,

with foomotes.

The next example (figure #6) is of the Data

type called "Text" which is used for textual

materials, such as books and collections of

private papers. The entr>' form is identical to

that used for photographs, except that the last

field is labelled Text rather than Caption. The
last field again contains the main descriptive

entry, which in the example (figure #7) is a

description of the struggle in the 1930s to found

a Graduate School at UCLA. The description is

wrinen in manuscript style, but took no more

time to write than did scribbled notes

previously.

The final examples (figures #8, #9, and #10)
of the bibliographic entries which support the

Photo Caption and Text entries shown earlier.

The bibliographic material can be long and

detailed, because it is only entered once, rather

than repeated in each Text or Photo Item. The
top half of the Bibliography form also includes

Location, Project Subjects, etc.

Please note that there is very litde penalty

under Pick for fields that often not used. Pick

uses variable-length fields: It will lake up room
only for the data that you enter, plus a single

character used to separate one field from

another. A fixed-field system such as Rbase

requires that you specify the length of each

field, and each field will take the predetermined

amount of space whether or not there is

anything entered.

One rationale in the past for the adoption of

Free Text programs has been that they often

permit variable length fields. However, they do

not allow you to do anything with the data

once it is entered, other than to change it item

by item. Free Text programs use the computer

as a glorified typewriter and filing cabinet In

addition, a Free Text program such as InMagic

will require several times more space for field

indexing than a fixed-field program such as

Rbase would have used. InMagic will not

search fields that have not been indexed, so in

effect indexing is required. Pick does not

require indexing, it does not require

fixed-length fields, and it allows full

manipulation of your data.

The bottom half of the Bibliography form

(figure #8) contains the fields SourceType,

Source and ColType, Collection. These are

Type-Description pairs similar to EraType and

AreaTvpe shown eariier. Thus you could

indicate that the "TN^e" of Source involved was

an Author, a Photographer, a person who was

interviewed, a correspondent, or an Organization

such as the Census Bureau or General Motors.

The "Type" of Collection could be Archives or

a Collection of papers. The Collection field

indicates the relationship between an Item of

information and some larger body of

information in which the Item is contained.

Defining that relationship may call for some
creative thinking, because the individual photo

or piece of data will often be contained in other

entities which are in turn contained in other

collections and so on, several levels deep. The

T>T3e-Description pair will allow you to include

all the levels, and indicate just what sort of

object is involved in each case.

The Category field might indicate Photographs,

Published Materials, Unpublished Papers and

Ephemera, to provide separate listings in the

bibliography of a book, or for a library

organizing its materials. The Format field will

be most useful!) applied to photographs or

other materials whose format determines

physical storage location. If desired, the Format

from the Bibliography can be used automatically

as the Pari# in the ItemlD. The Note field

contains extra remarks. Publisher, Place and
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Volume. Library and Call# would help you

find the photo, book or journal again. The last

field contains any Credit line that might be

required for use of a photograph or other

material.

After the material is entered, the remaining

Saeens on the Model 100 will guide you

through the process of re-editing the data

entries, printing the data, or transferring it to a

larger computer. When the program transfers a

file, it uses parameters previously indicated as

required by the recipient database program.

Thus the same data can be transferred to a

variety of different programs in a compatible

matter. In the same manner, a library offering

information in electronic form could use the

Pick System to export the information in the

formal required by the researcher. Thus it is

not necessary to achieve absolute conformity in

order to have compatibility, but it will be

necessary to bring to researchers and librarians

an understanding of the advantages of entering

all information from the first step in electronic

form, such as is made possible with the Model

100. and then transferring that information into

a powerful database management system such as

Pick.n
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Fig. #1

1

f .........„„„.. ^
screen # 1 jj

HISTORY DATABASE

1 Data Entry Program for the Model 100 1
Copyright David L.Clark 1986 I

2485 1 Piuma Rd MaUbu, Calif 90265 |
1 (818) 888-9305 |

l.Add New Data

3.Print Report
4.Transfer File

5.End Program

Pick a Number [1]:

^ J

r \

APPROVE SETUP

Data Type = P: Photo Caption
Data File = SCP23A

l.OK 2. Change File 3. New Setup 4.

Quit

Pick a Number [1]

screen # 2
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Fig #2

screen # 3

screen # 4

screen # 5

r

PROJECTS

1. A: AVERY INTERNATIONAL HISTORY
2. L: LOS ANGELES HISTORY
3. S: SECURITY PACIHC PHOTOS
4. U: UCLA HISTORY
4. X: Not on List

Pick a Number [1]:

WRITERS

L C: Qark, David L.

2. S: Stone, Brian

3. X: Not on List

Pick a Number [1]:

DATA TYPES

l.T:TEXT
2. P: PHOTO CAPTION
3. B: BIBLIOGRAPHY
4. R: REFERENCE
5. V: VOCABULARY

Pick a Number [1]:

y
"^
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Fig. #3

HISTORY DATABASE

Data Entry Program for the Model 100

Copyright David L. Clark 1986

24851 Piuma Rd Malibu, Calif 90265

(818) 888-9305

DATA ENTRY NEWS

PRESS KEY: TO:

ENTER Send Entry to the computer, Move to the next Field

ESCAPE Quit

DELETE Delete 1 character

BACKSPACE Backspace and erase 1 character

TAB Move Right 8 characters

ARROWS:
LEFT Left 1 character

RIGHT Right 1 character

UP Up 1 line within Field

DOWN Down 1 line within Field

SHLFT-LEFT Left 8 characters

SHIFT-RIGHT Right 8 characters

SHIFT-UP Previous Field

SHIFT-DOWN Next Field

CONTROL-LEFT Start of Field

CONTROL-RIGHT End of Field

CONTROL-UP Previous Page
CONTROL-DOWN Next Page

Fl Not Used on Model 100 (On IBM-XT Displays a Help

Screen)

F2 Clear the Field from the Cursor

F3 Delete Word
F4 Delete Sentence

F5 Toggle between Insert and Over-Type modes

F6 Delete Sub-Field

F7 Set New ItemID

F8 Quit

CONTROL-P Power Off, Resume at that point

when machine turned on
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Fig. #4

screen #6

DATA ENTRY FORM:

PHOTO CAPTION

Temporary:New

Bibliography#:1 Part#:57 SubPart#:1 Entry#:1845

EntryDate:05/22/86 Researcher:Clark, David L.

Ref#:Lot 955 Units:1 7 Date:05/29/1 929; 1 2/26/1 929

EraType:Decade Era:1 920; 1930

Location:5725 Telegraph Rd.

Area Type:City; County

Area:City of Commerce; Los Angeles

Project: Security Pacific

FileHead:Factorles-Rubber industry and trade

Topics:

Names:Samson Tire and Rubber Corp.; U.S. Rubber Corp.

Subjects:Factories-Design and construction; Rubber industry

and trade; Tire industry; Architecture, Assyrian; Wit and

humor; Constmction

Caption :Constnjction of the Samson Tire and Rubber factory.

Because the company name was "Samson" a Babylonian style

was chosen for the building, giving it the popular name of the

"Assyrian Tire Factory." Photos #1 -6 The start of

constnjction, 05/29/1 929. Photos #7-1 7 Later construction

on 12/26/1929 when the Assyrian appearance had become

evident. Samson was a subsidiary of U.S. Rubber. Branch

plants built by national mbber companies in LA. in the 20s

and 30s made the area 2nd to Akron in rubber.
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Fig. #5

David L. Clark 05/22/86 1 5:49

SECURITY PACIFIC PHOTOS

PHOTO CAPTION

ltemlD:1*57*1*1845

Bibliography#;1 Part#:57 SubPart#:1 Entry#:1845

EntryDate:05/22/86 Researcher:Clark, David L.

Ref#:Lot955 Unlts:17 Date :05/29/1 929; 12/26/1929

Decade: 1920; 1930

Location:5725 Telegraph Rd.

City:City of Commerce County: Los Angeles

Project:Security Pacific

FileHead:Factories-Rubber industry and trade

Topics:

Names:Samson Tire and Rubber Corp. ; U.S. Rubber Corp.

Subjects:Factories-Design and construction; Rubber industry

and trade; Tire industry; Architecture, Assyrian; Wit and

humor; Construction

Caption :Constnjction of the Samson Tire and Rubber factory.

Because the company name was "Samson" a Babylonian style

was chosen for the building, giving it the popular name of the

"Assyrian Tire Factory." Photos #1-6 The start of

constmction, 05/29/1 929. Photos #7-1 7 Later construction

on 12/26/1929 when the Assyrian appearance had become

evident. Samson was a subsidiary of U.S. Rubber. Branch

plants built by national rubber companies in L.A. in the 20s

and 30s made the area 2nd to Akron in njbber.
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Fig. #6

screen # 7
DATA ENTRY FORM:

TEXT

Temporary:
Bibliography* Part# SubPart# Entry#

EntryDate:

Ref#
Researcher:

Units: Date:

EraType:

Location:

Era

AreaType:
Area:

FileHead:

Topics:

Names:

Subjects:

Text:
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Fig. #7

David L. Clark 05/22/86 22:51

UCLA HISTORY

TEXT

ltemlD:6*20*10*126

Bibliography#:6 Part#:20 SubPart#:10 Emry#:126

EntryDate :05/22/86 Researcher:Clark, David L
Ref#:Page1 Units: Date:06/12/1933

Decade:1930

Location:

State:California

Project:UCLA History

FileHead:Graduate School Founding

Topics:

Names:UCLA Graduate School; Earl, Guy C. ; Regents of the

University of California

Subjects:Universities and colleges-Graduate work;

Regionalism

Text:As the Board of Regents of the University of California

continued to refuse to allow graduate work to begin at UCLA,

Edward Dickson, the Regent most active in promoting UCLA,

expressed his reaction in a letter to his friend and fellow

Regent Guy Earl. Dickson portrayed all of Southern

California as up in arms over the "outrage" perpetrated of

the Southland by the Berkeley-dominated board, "The people

here are indignant. There is growing resentment. They were

led to believe that at last the stigma that attaches to the

University here as not being able to undertake graduate

work was to be removed... Now we may look forward to

years of warfare."
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Fig. #8

sreen #8
DATA ENTRY FORM:

BIBLIOGRAPHY

Temporary:

Bibliography*

EntryDate:

Ref#

EraType:

Location:

AreaType:

Area:

FileHead:

Topics:

Names:

Subjects:

SourceType:

Source:

ColType:

Collection:

Title:

Part# SubPart#

Researcher:

Units: Date:

Era:

Entry#

Category: Format:

Note:

Publisher:

Place: Volume

Library: Call#

Credit
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Fig. #9

David L. Clark 05/22/86 1 5:53

SECURITY PACIFIC PHOTOS

BIBLIOGRAPHY

!temlD:r57*1*1

Bibliography#:1 Part#:57 SubPart#:1 Entry#:1

EntryDate:05/21/86 Researcher:Clark, David L
Ref#: Units:1 00000 Date:

Decade: 1920; 1930

Location:

State :California Region:Southern California

Project:NEH-Security Pacific

FileHead:Caiifornia-History

Topics:

Names:Los Angeles Chamber of Commerce

Subjects :California-History; Economic history; Industry;

Factories

Organization :Los Angeles Chamber of Commerce
Donor: Security Pacific National Bank

Collection :Security Pacific

Title:

Category :Photos Format:5x7 BW
Note:

Publisher:

Place: Volume:

Library:L.A. Public Library Call#:History Dept.

Credit:L.A. Public Library/Security Pacific Photo Collection
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Fig. #10

David L. Clark 05/22/86 23:04

UCLA HISTORY

BIBLIOGRAPHY

ltemlD:6*20*10*1

Bibliography#:6 Part#:20 SubPart:#10 Entry#:1

EntryDate :05/22/86 Researcher:Clark, David L
Ref#: Units: Date:

Decade:1910; 1920; 1930; 1940

Location:

State:California

Project:UCLA History

FileHead:

Topics:

Names:Dickson, Edward A.; UCLA
Subjects :Universities and colleges

Source:Dickson, Edward A.

Collection :Dickson, Edward A., Private Paper

Title:

Category:Unpublished papers Format:

Note:The papers are stored in 27 boxes. The Part# refers to

the box, the SubPart# indicates the folder.

Publisher:

Place: Volume:

Library:UCLA Special Collections Call#:Dickson Papers

Credit:
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Fig. #11

HISTORY DATABASE CODES David L. Clark 05/08/86 Page 1

Circle the items that you would definitely want included.

Cross out those items that you would have no use for.

Add any new items that you would want.

SOURCE:
ac = Architect

ag k= Agency

at = Artist

au = Author

bd = Builder

bu = Bureau

cp = Company
cr = Correspondent

ct = Collector

de = Department

dv = Division

do = Donor

ed = Editor

gr = Group

in = Interviewee

ir = Interviewer

iv = Inventor

mf = Manufacturer

of = Office

or = Organization

ow = Owner
pa = Painter

ph = Photographer

rc= Recipient

sc = Sculptor

se = Section

so = Source

wr = Writer

COLLECTION;
av = Archives

CO = Collection

fi = File

ne = Newspaper

jo = Joumal

si = Series

ERA:

ce = Century

de = Decade

dm = DayOfMonth

dw = DayOfWeek
er = Era

he = HalfCentury

mo = Month

sa = Season

sf = Shift

tm = Time

we = Week
ye = Year

AREA:
ad = AssemblyDistrict

ao = Arrondisement

ar = Area

as = AssessmentDistrict

bo = Borough

cc = CouncilDistrict

cd = CongressionalDistrict

ce = Commune
ci = City

cm = Community

cs = CensusDistrict

cu = County

de = Department

di = District
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Fig. #12

STORY DATABASE CODES David L. Clark 05/08/86 Page 2

ds = Diocese

ed = EnumerationDistrict

fc = FederalCourtDistrict

id = lnigationDistrict

id = LegislativeDlstrict

ma = Map
nx = MapCoordinates

md = MarketDistrict

mn = MapName
mp = MapPage
ms = MapSection

na = Nation

nd = NationalAssemblyDistrict

ne = Neighborhood

pa = Parish

pc = Precinct

pk = Pa(1<

pr = Province

re = Region

sa = State/\ssembiyDistrict

sd = SenatorialDistrict

se = Section

sh = SchoolDistrict

sp = SupervisorialDistrict

ss = StateSenatorialDistrict

St = State

su = Suburb

te = Territory

to = Town
vi = Village

wa = Ward
wd = WaterDistrict

zc = ZipCode
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Fig. #13

David L. Clark 05/22/86 1 5:49

SECURITY PACIFIC PHOTOS

PHOTO CAPTION

ltemlD:r57*ri829

Bibliography#:1 Part#:57 SubPart#:1 Entry#:1829

EntryDate :05/1 5/86 Researcher:Clark, David L.

Ref#:Lot955 Units:9 Date:1 2/31/1 927

Decade:1 920; 1930

Location:1200 No. Main St.

City:Los Angeles County:Los Angeles

Project:NEH-Security Pacific

FileHead:Factories-Steel industry and trade

Topics:

Names:Llewellyn Iron Works; Union Iron Works; Columbia

Steel Corp.

Subjects:Factories; Steel industry and trade; Iron industry

and trade; Metal trade; Boilers

Caption:The Llewellyn Iron Works, which in 1 930 was

absorbed into the Union Iron Works. Photo #1 Administration

building. #2 Machine shop. #33-4 Swinging fabricated steel

trestles on an overhead track to the paint shop. #5 A 32 ton

housing cast by the Columbia Steel Corp. of Torrance and

machined by Llewellyn. #6 An hydraulic riveter. #7 The

forge shop making a huge drive shaft for steamships. #8 The

vertical boring mill. #9 Making boilers.
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Fig. #14

David L. Clark 05/22/86 1 5:49

SECURITY PACIFIC PHOTOS

PHOTO CAPTION

ltemlD:1*57*ri844

Bibliography#:1 Part#:57 SubPart#:1 Entry#:1844

EntryDate:05/21/86 Researcher:Clark, David L
Ref#:Lot 955 Units:1 1 Date:04/1 4/1 929

Decade: 1920; 1930

Location :4500 York Blvd.

Community:Highland Park City:L.A. County:LAC

Project:SP

FileHead:Factories-Bottling

Topics:

Names:Sparkletts Bottled Water Corp.; King, Richard D.

Subjects :Water; Drinking water, Bottled; Construction;

Commercial vehicles; Wells; Artesian wells; Architecture,

Islamic; Factories; Bottling; Beverage industry; Water

bottles

Caption:The Sparkletts Bottled Water Corp. Photo #1 The 1st

bottling plant, at 4500 York Blvd. #2-3 Drawings by the

architect Richard D. King for the expanded plant at the same

site, featuring Islamic style domes. #4-6 Constnjction

work for the expansion. #7 Conveyor belt machinery to be

used in the renovated plant. #8-9 Water delivery men Irving

R. Wilson (#8) and Kermit Gould (#9-10) with their tnjcks.

#1 1 The artesian well that supplies the plant with 237,000

gallons per day of natural water flow.
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CDNET: The
Consortium Data

Network

Capabilities

The ORDER capability allows users to place an

order for ICPSR data interactively. The user is

prompted for the information needed to

construct a request. Information about data

collection parameters and technical characteristics

is provided as the user constructs the order.

This permits the user to make informed choices

about the data being ordered- As the

information is input, it is also routinely checked

for errors.

by Janet K. Vavia'

Inter-University Consortium for Political

and Social Research

The University of Michigan

The Consortium Data Network (CDNet) was

introduced early in 1986 as a service of the

Inter-University Consoruum for Political and

Social Research (ICPSR). Cunently, there are

four basic capabilities (described in more detail

below) available in CDNet: 1) ordering data

from the ICPSR holdings, 2) searching ICPSR

databases, 3) analysing ICPSR data files with

selected statistical analysis software, and 4)

using electronic mail to communicate with

ICPSR staff and/or colleagues.

'Paper presented at the International Association

for Social Science Information Service and
Technologv (IASSIST) Conference held in

Marina Del Rev. California on May 21-24, 1986

With the SEARCH capability, the user can

access ICPSR databases that have been

developed in the SPIRES (Stanford Public

Information Retrieval System) database

management system. Four databases are

available cunenUy: ICPSR GUIDE. ICPSR
VARIABLES, ICPSR ROLLCALLS AND SMIS.

The ICPSR GUIDE contains descriptions of

data collections listed in the archival holdings

section of the armual Guide to Resources and

Services and those announced in the quarterly

ICPSR Bulletin . The ICPSR VARIABLES
contains descriptions (usitally question text),

codes and, if available, frequencies of variables

found in selected surveys in the ICPSR
holdings. ICPSR ROLLCALLS contains roll call

item text and roll call vote outcomes for the

most recent sessions of the United States

Congress. SMIS contains bibliograhic citations

to published and unpublished literature on all

aspects of survey research methodology. This

database was originally developed by the United

States Bureau of the Census. It was

subsequenil\ transferred to the ICPSR for

continuing maintenance and development

With the ANALYSIS capability users can do

their own data analysis by accessing ICPSR data

remoteh. Currently data can be analyzed with

either the SPSS-x Release 2.1 or OSIRIS IV

software packages. If there is sufficient demand,

analysis capabilities will be extended to include
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other software packages in the future.

In CONFER users can send messages, carry on

group conversations, and post bulletins, either

with ICPSR stafT or among themselves. The

user is connected to the conference capability on

the Michigan Terminal System (MTS).

On-line documentation for CDNet helps the

user determine what to do next in any

capability selected. Whenever the user does not

understand a prompt or does not know how to

proceed, typing "help" will provide assistance in

determining the next acceptable range of

responses.

Goals

science computing power that frequently exists

at larger institutions with more abundant

resources. Some of these institutions would

never be able to maintain these resources locally

and their staff can use such capabilities only if

they have access to them at other sites.

CDNet aims to save costs for both the

Consortium and its users. Many of the routine

functions performed by humans, such as looking

up technical information about collections, can

be done more accurately, efficiently, and

economically by computers. Routine orders can

be processed quickly by simply typing the

necessary codes that identify the data needed.

These codes, in turn, generate program setups

needed to copy the data. These setups are then

placed in a queue for execution at a later time,

normally overnight when computing rates are

the lowesL

CDNet seeks to provide easy access to data and

software to ofTsite users and across a variety of

computing environments. At the same time, it

protects the ICPSR data resources from

inadvertent destruction or modification by these

users.

The basis of the system is the development of

special interface software between the user,

irrespective of geographic location, and the

University of Michigan Amdahl 5860. The

interface software itself resides on the ICPSR
Prime 9955 minicomputer. Commands are

simplified and standardized so thai the user

does not need to have an understanding of the

different computing systems supporting CDNet
in order to successfully use it

CDNei provides access to fairly sophisticated

resources and capabilities to a variety of

different institutions. Through CDNet, users at

institutions with limited social science

capabilities can make use of several software

packages remotely. They do not have to

develop and support the same level of social

Accessing CDNet

CDNet access is arranged through stafT at the

ICPSR. To use CDNet a user needs a termmal

and a modem (i.e., the ability to dial an outside

telephone line). The terminal can be a

microcomputer, a video display terminal or a

printing terminal. By dialing a local telephone

number of one of four public data networks

(such as TELENET. AUTONET or TYMNET
in the United States, or DATAPAC in Canada),

a connection can be made to CDNet. Interested

individuals can learn more about CDNet by

contacting Member Services, ICPSR, P.O. Box

1248, Ann Arbor, Michigan 48106 or calling

(313) 763-5010. The staff will also advise users

about procedures for gaining access to CDNeL
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Using SPIRES: The
ICPSR Experience

The ICPSR GUIDE database contains

information about the data collections in the

ICPSR archive. The database contains the data

holdings section of the Guide to Resources and

Services , which is published annually. The
quarterly additions and updates to the holdings

that are announced in the ICPSR Bulletin and

ICPSR "hotline" are incorporated into the

database after each announcement

The ICPSR VARIABLES database includes

complete text for all questions used in selected

surveys in the ICPSR holdings. Included at the

time of this writing are Euro-barometers 3-21,

American National Election Studies, 1948-1984,

CBS News/New York Times Polls, ABC
News/Washington Post Polls and selected aging

and health-related studies. In addition to

question texts, variable codes and frequencies,

where available, are included.

by Janet K. Vavra'

Inter-University Consortium for Political

and Social Research

The University of Michigan

The Inter-University Consortium for Political

and Social Research (ICPSR) has prepared a

number of databases in the SPIRES (Stanford

Public Information Retrieval System) database

management system. These databases are

ICPSR GUIDE. ICPSR VARIABLES, ICPSR
ROLLCALLS and SMIS. Below is a description

of each of these databases. There is also a

brief discussion of how each of the databases

was developed.

'Paper presented at the Iniernauonal Associaiion

for Social Science Information Service and
Technolqgv (lASSlST) Conference held in

Marina Del Rey, California, May 21-24, 1986

The ICPSR ROLLCALLS database contains

information on roll call votes taken in the last

twenty years of the United States Congress. In

addition to the roll call items, yeas and nays are

recorded for each roll call.

The SMIS database has entries from the Survey

Methodology information System which was

developed by the Bureau of the Census.

Included are citations of journal publications.

Bureau of the Census documents, publications,

research reports, and conference papers that deal

with methodological aspects of the design and

conduct of surveys. There are citations in the

database through 1982.

The databases are part of several on-site

services available to users through the

Consortium Data Network (CDNet). While

giving users immediate access to information

about the holdings, the databases also allow

easier management of information about these

holdings. Cunently the archive has over 20,000

machine-readable files in approximately 1,400

study collections [these holdings represent over

6 million variables]. This number continues to
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grow as nearly 150 titles are added to the

holdings annually.

Without automation it is difficult to identify the

collections in the holdings and to get any

understanding of their contents. The ICPSR
GUIDE, ICPSR VARIABLES and ICPSR ROLL
CALLS databases were developed to help

facilitate access to more complete and reliable

information about the holdings. Further, they

seek to provide this access in a timely and

economical manner.

An appendix to this paper lists the indexes and

elements found in each of these databases. All

the databases can be accessed on-line through

CDNet or can be installed locally either in

SPIRES or converted into other database

management systems.

Database preparation

All the input information used in each of the

four ICPSR databases was already

machine-readable so there was no need to

automate large quantities of raw information.

However, as one would expect, none of the

machine-readable files were in a form that

could be input directly into the respective

SPIRES databases. The input files for each

database had to be reformatted to make them

acceptable to SPIRES.

The ICPSR Guide to Resources and Services

has been a machine-readable text file since

about 1973. This file is updated and used each

year to prepare the annual hardcopy document
Ii was this file that was used as input for the

ICPSR GUIDE database. The file was prepared

for SPIRES input with a series of editing

procedures using the Edit capability on the

ICPSR PRIME minicomputer. The edit

procedures removed characters from the text

that are unacceptable to SPIRES, such as

semi-colons (SPIRES uses semi-colons as

terminators), and replaced them with acceptable

characters. Using the print control characters

that existed in the original file as a guide, the

edit procedures inserted the appropriate SPIRES
element names and terminated the fields with

semi-colons. These procedures handled most of

the conversion into SPIRES format The

SPIRES programs that enter the information

into the database identified any remaining

problems. These were handled on-hne as the

entries were added to the database.

Information in the ICPSR VARIABLES and

ICPSR ROLLCALLS databases comes from

OSIRIS machine-readable codebooks. Before

these files are acceptable to SPIRES, they must

go through several steps. The first step is a

simple set of editing procedures that search for

unacceptable characters and replace them with

acceptable ones. The second step creates several

files which handle such conditions as references

to question numbers, for which full question

text is supplied eariier in the codebook, and

references to notes found at the back of the

codebook. This step results in three files: the

question text file, a note file and the codebook

file now without the notes at the end. The
third and final step performs several operations:

1. it merges the appropriate question text

into the variable description where

references to the question text are made,

and when it is possible to locate the

question number in the codebook,

2. it inserts appropriate note information

where references to given notes appear

and

3. it generates the appropriate element

names and delimiters to make the file

acceptable to SPIRES. Final enor

checking is done b\ the SPIRES input

programs as the reformatted codebook

files are input into the database.
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The original information for the SMIS database

was supplied on several magnetic tapes by the

Bureau of the Census. The information on each

tape was written onto a line file and editing

procedures were set up to make the information

compatible with SPIRES. Each file was scanned

for characters unacceptable to SPIRES. These

were then changed to acceptable ones as they

were encountered. In order to facilitate the

conversion, ICPSR retained the element names

assigned by the Bureau of the Census and also

followed the database structure for SMIS that

had been developed by the Bureau of the

Census. The edited files were used as input

into the SPIRES database.

Cunenlly the ICPSR GUIDE database contains

approximately 1,400 entries, the ICPSR
VARIABLES database has over 47.000 entries,

the ICPSR ROLLCALLS database has

approximately 18,000 entries and the SMIS
database contains over 7,000 entries. All of the

databases remain dynamic as more records are

added and as some existing ones are updated.

Database features

In order to facilitate the searching of the

databases, SPIRES was instructed to create

"indexes" for each database. The indexes

consist of individual words that are found in a

particular element or set of elements. The

indexes are generated by SPIRES as entries are

added to a database. It should be noted that

this type of index consuuction is not like a

manually-generated classification scheme. Since

the indexes are "word" indexes, search terms

(or values) cannot be longer than one word.

Two or more search commands, each using a

word, are used when searching for a phrase.

The databases accept truncated value searches,

allowing the user to obtain a valid search result

without complete information for a given item.

A user may not know an author's full name,
but by inserting a "#" sign at the end of the

search command line, the user can instruct

SPIRES to save all records that begin with the

value listed in the search command. For
example, if the user is not certain whether an

author's name is Williams or Williamson, by

asking SPIRES to retrieve all authors with the

name Williams#, the user will get all authors

whose last name begins with Williams including

Williamson.

The databases accept search commands in either

upper or lower case or in mixed mode. This

frees the user from having to remember the

appropriate mode for the database or rurming

the risk of invalid search results simply because

commands were given in the wrong case.

Selected special characters in the body of the

text are ignored as a user searches the

databases. This allows the user to locate all

entries, for example, with California in the title,

irrespective of whether California is listed alone

or in brackets or parentheses.

Each database has custom formats that display

the results of searches in a more readable form

than the routine SPIRES default format

Output can further be processed through these

formats so that it is more readable by sorting a

string of values, by forcing output from a given

field to upper or lower case, by providing more

meaningful headings for fields, or by

rearranging the order in which fields are output

so that the information fits together in a more

logical manner.

Users who are not happy with the indexes that

have been created can ignore index searching

and switch to sequential searching. Since in

sequential searches all informauon in each entry

is examined in sequence to determine whether

or not it meets the search criteria, this method

of searching is more time consuming and

expensive. Frequently users switch to sequential
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searching as part of an index search rather than

in place of the index search. Being able to use

both modes of searching gives the user more

flexibility and also difTerent ways to test the

results of searches.

Conclusion

The ICPSR experience with the SPIRES

database management system has been

favorable. The capacity of the system is

basically unlimited so that databases can

continue to expand without much fear that the

maximum number of entries will be exceeded.

In fact, it is more likely that the capacities of

the storage devices will sooner be exhausted.

The system has many capabilities and yet can

be used quickly and effectively by inexperienced

users. Finally, it has not been an especially

difTicult or expensive task to prepare existing

machine-readable information into input files

that are acceptable to SPIRES.n
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appendix

ICPSR SPIRES Databases

Below is a list of the four ICPSR SPIRES databases that are available through CDNet.
A brief description of each database, a list of the Indexes which can be used to search
each one and a list of the elements found In each Is included.

ICPSR GUIDE Database

Archival holdings section of the Guide to Resources and
Services issued and collections announced In Bulletins
that have been Issued since the publication of the Guide.
Database is most up-to-date list of ICPSR data holdings.

Goal Records: COLLECTION
Simple Index: AD, ADDED
Simple Index: UP, UPDATED
Simple Index: T, TITLEW, TITLEWORD, TW, TWORD
Simple Index: S, SUBJECTWORD, SUBWORD, SU, SWORD
Simple Index: P, PIAUTH. PINAME, PIW, PIWORD, PW

Key : STUDYNO, ICPSRNO, IDNO. MRDF.NUM, STUDNO, 037A
Element: DATE-ADDED, DA, DAD, DADD , DATEADD
Element: DATE-UPDATED, DATEUP, DU, DUP, DUPD
Element: INVESTIGATOR, INVEST, PI, PRIN. INVEST, 199A
Element: TITLE, TI , TITL, 245A
Element: SUMMARY, DESC, DESCRIP, SUM, 520B
Element: SUBJECT. TERM, S.TERM, STERM, SUB, SUB. TERM, SUBJ, SUBJ.TERM,

SUBJECT, 653A
Element: ARCH. FILTER, A. FILTER, AFILTER, ARCH, ARCHFILTER, ARCHIVE,

FILTER

Structure:
Element

:

Element

:

Element

:

Element

:

Element

:

Element

:

Element

:

CLASSIF
ICPSR. CLASSIFl, CLASSIFl,
ICPSR. CLASSIF2, CLASSIF2,
ICPSR. CLASS1F3,

972A
972B

CLASSIF3, 972C

Element

:

Element

:

Element

:

Element

:

Element

:

ICPSR. CLASS IF4, CLASSIFA, 972D
ICPSR. CLASS1F5, CLASSIF5, 972E

EXTENT. COLLECT, E.COL, E. COLLECT, ECOL, ECOLLECT, EXT, EXTENT,
EXTENT. FILE, EXTENTCOLLECT, FILES, 300A

SERIES. NAME, S.NAME, SER, SER.NAME, SERIES, SERIESNAME, SNAME

,

440A

SERIES. INFO, S.INFO, SER. INFO, SERIESINFO, SINFO, 500A
RESTRICTIONS, LIMITATIONS, LIMITS, REST, RESTRICT, 506A
DATA. TYPE, D.TYPE, DATATYPE, DTYPE, 516A
TIME. PERIOD, CHRON. COVER, T. PERIOD, TIMEPERIOD, TPER, TPERIOD,

523A
DATE. OF. COLLECT, COLLECT. DATE, D.COLL, D. COLLECT, DATADATES,

DATESOFCOLLECT, DCOLL, DCOLLECT, 523B
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Element: FUNDING. AGtNCY , F. AGENCY, FAGENCY , FUND, FUNDING,
FUNDINGAGENCY, SPONSOR, 536A

Element: GRANT. NUMBER, G. NUMBER, GNO, GNUMBER, GRANT, GRANT. NUM,
GRANTNO, GRANTNUMBER

Element: DATA. SOURCE, D. SOURCE, DATASOURCE, DSOURCE, SOURCE. DATA, 537A
Element: DATA. FORMAT, D.FORM, D. FORMAT, DFORM, DFORMAT, FORM, FORMAT,

538A
Element: COLLECT. NOTE, C.N, C.NOTE, CNOTE. COLL. NOTE, COLLECTNOTE,

COLLNOTE
Element: SAMPLING, SAM, SAMP, 567A
Element: UNIVERSE, UNI, UNIV, 567B
Element: RELATED. PUBS , PRIMARY. PUB, PRIMARY. PUBS, R.PUBS, REL.PUB,

REL.PUBS, RPUBS, 581A
Element: CLASSNO, CLASS, CLASSNUM, CNO, CNUM, ICPSR. CLASS, 962A

Structure: PART
Element: PARTNO, PNO, 245P
Element: PART. NAME, P. NAME, PARTNAME. PNAME, 565P
Element: FILE. STRUCT, F. STRUCT, FILESTRUCT, FSTRUC, FSTRUCT, STRUC,

STRUCT, 538S
Element: CASE. COUNT, C. COUNT, CASECOUNT, CASES, CCOUNT, 565A
Element: VARIABLE. COUNT, V. COUNT, VAR, VARIABLECOUNT, VARIABLES, VARS

,

VCOUNT, 565B
Element: LRECL
Element: RECORDS. PER. CASE, R.CASE, R.PER.C, RCASE, REG. PER. CASE,

RECORDS. CASE, RECORDSPERCASE, RECPERCASE, RECS. PER. CASE ,

RECSPERCASE, RPC, RPERC, 565C
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ICPSR VARIABLES Database

Descriptions and codes of variables found in the American

National Election Studies 1948-1984, Euro-barometers 3-21,

Quality of American Life, 1971 and 1978, media polls, and

health- and aging-related surveys.... Database under

development as studies continue to be added.

Goal Records: VARIABLE

Simple Index: ICPSRNUM, ID, STUDYNUM

Simple Index: AD, ADDED
Simple Index: UP, UPDATED

Simple Index: CHRONOLOGICAL, COVERAGE, PERIOD. TIME, TIMEPERIOD

Simple Index: S, SUB, SUBJECT, V, VAR, VARIABLE

Key : ID-NUM

Element: DATE-ADDED, DA, DADD, DATEADD

Element: DATE-UPDATED. DATEUP, DU, DUP

Element: STUDYNUM, SN, SNUM

Element: STUDYDSNUM, DATASET, DS

Element: VARMUM, V*, VNUM

Element: VARNAME, VN, VNAME

Element: TIME-PERIOD, TIME, YEARS

Element: VARDESC, DESC, DESCRIPTION, Q. QUESTION

Element: VARCODES, CODE, CODES

Element: VARFREQS, FREQ, FREQS

Element: STUDY-NAME
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ICPSR ROLLCALLS Database

Variables found In the machine-readable collection of the

United States Congressional Roll Call Voting Records

[ICPSR 0004]. Contains most recent Congressional Sessions.

Database under development as Congresses continue to be

added.

Goal Records: ROLL. CALL
Simple Index: DS, ICPSRDS, ID

Simple Index: AD, ADDED
Simple Index: UP, UPDATED
Simple Index: CHRONOLOGICAL, COVERAGE, PERIOD, TIME, TIMEPERIOD
Simple Index: S, SUB, SUBJECT
Simple Index: DATE. VOTED, V, VOTED

Key : ID-NUM
Element: DATE-ADDED, DA, DADD, DATKADD
Element: DATE-UPDATED, DATEUP, DU , DUP
Element: STUDYNUM, SN, SNUM
Element: STUDYDSNUM, DATASET, DS

Element: DSDATES, DSD
Element: VARNUM, V» , VNUM
Element: VARNAHE, VN, VNAME
Element: RCSOURCE, RCS, SOU

Element: RCDATE, RCD, RCDAT
Element: RCNUM, RCN
Element: RCPROPOSER, RCP, RCPROP
Element: RCVOTES, RCV, VOTES
Element: VARDESC, DESC, DESCRIPTION, M, MOTION
Element: RCNOTENUM
Element: NOTE-TEXT, NN, NOTE
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SMIS Database

Contains entries from the SMIS (Survey Methodology Information

System) that was originally developed by the Bureau of the

Census. Included are Journal publications. Bureau of the

Census publications and documents, research reports, etc.

that deal with methodological aspects of the design and

conduct of surveys.

Goal Records: TITLE
Simple Index: AD, ADDED

Simple Index: UP, UPDATED

Simple Index: T, TITLEWORD, TL, TW

Simple Index: S, SUB, SUBJECTWORD, SUBWORD

Simple Index: A, AUTH, AUTHOR

Simple Index: C, CON, CONFER, CONFERENCE

Key
Element
Element
Element
Element
Element
Element
Element
Element
Element
Element
Element
Element
Element
Element
Element
Element
Element
Element
Element
Element
Element
Element
Element
E 1 eme n t

Element
Element
Element

DT

NO
DATE-ADDED
DATE-UPDATED
T-TITLE, T

DT-DOCTYPE

,

KW-KEYWORD, KW

D-DATE, D

CJ-LITCODE, CJ

NR-NO.OF.REFS, NR

V-VOLUME, V

I-ISSUE, 1

PI-PAGES, PI

FG-FINANC. SOURCE, FG

FC-agen.cntrl.no, FC

FP-PROJECT.NO, FP

PT- PART. NUMBER, PT

LN-LANGUAGE, LN

SE-SERIES.NAME, SE

DF-DOCUMENT.FORM, DF

AV-AVAILABILITY, av

DL-DISTRIB. LIMIT, DL
RS-AGENCY.RPT.NO, RS

RM-MONITOR.NO, RM

RO-DISTRI. RPT.no, RO

AB-ABSTRACT, AB

CN-CONFERENCE, CN

PU-PUBLISHER, PU

VR

Structure: AU

Element: NA-AUTHOR, NA

Element: RA-EDITOR, RA

Element: ON-AUTHAFFIL , ON
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Structure: PARENT
Element: MT-SOUkC .TITLE, MT

Element: MD-SOURC.DATE, MD

Element: MKW-SOURC .KEYWRD, MKW

Element: MNR-SOURC.NO.REF, MNR

Element: MV-SOURC. VOLUME, MV

Element: MI-SOURC. ISSUE , MI

Element: MP I-SOURC. PAGES , MPI

Element: MFG-SOURC.SUPPOR, MFC

Element: MSE-SOURC. SERIES, MSE

Element: MDF-SOURC.DOCFRM, MDF
Element: MDL-DISTRIB .LIM, MDL

Element: MAV-SOURC. AVAIL, MAV
Element: MRS-SOURC.AGENNO, MRS
Element: MRM-SOURC.MON, MRM
Element: MRO-SOURC.DISTRI, MRO

Element: MAB-SOURC.ABSTR, MAB
Element: MCN-SOURC. CONFER, HON

Element: MPU-SOURC.PUB, MPU

Element: HPT-SOURC.PARTNO, MPT
' Element: MLN-SOURC.LANG, MLN

Element: MfC-SOURC.CTRLNO, MFC

Structure: MAU
Element: MNA-SOURC. AUTHOR, MNA

Element: MRA-SOURC. EDITOR, HRA

Element: MON-SOURC.AFFILI, MON
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Report on the IFDO/
IASSIST International

Conference

May 20-24, 1985

Preparation

In Ottawa, in May of 1984 il was definitely

decided thai Sieinmeu Archive would host a

joint conference of IASSIST and IFDO. A
Program Committee was formed and started

corresponding during the summer. In earl>

November, a first meeung of the comminee was

held in Amsterdam, resulting in an

announcement/call for papers in mid-December

for the conference, with the theme: Public

Access to Public Data.

Judith Rowe and Marcia Taylor coordinated

program development, Paul de Guchienaire and

I coordinated the site, call for papers, the

printed program, published a booklet with

abstracts, and arranged social activities. A
second meeting was held mid-Februan.' in

Cologne, planning more deuils of the program.

On arrival in Amsterdam, we could supply each

participant with a portfolio, containing several

folders on Amsterdam and sunoundings, a street

map, a public transport fiyer, a program booklet

and a publication with abstracts of almost all

papers to be presented at the conference,

including an absuacl addendum (of late

abstracts) and an address list of participants.

One of the ma.ior aims of the committee was to

be able to provide written abstracts of the

papers to be presented.

Site and Support

The conference took place at the Grand Hotel

Krasnapolsky in the very center of town. We
were very satisfied with hotel's prompt service

and cooperation (organization, tea/coffee breaks,

lunches, etc.). The conference was sponsored by

the Ministry of Education and Sciences and the

Royal Academy of Arts and Sciences, UNESCO
International Social Science Council (meant for

participants from Third World nations) and

KLM-Royal Dutch Airlines.

We were also very thankful for the free service

provided by the National Hotel Reservation

Center.

Program

Monday, May 20th, was scheduled as day of

workshops. Tuesday through Thursday late

afternoon were reserved for the conference, each

half day starting with a plenary session followed

by concurrent sessions. IASSIST administrative

committee and general business meetings, and

IFDO and CESSDA business meetings, were

scheduled before, in between, and after the

conference.

Participation

In total 145 people registered. Participants came

from 22 different countries, most of them for

three days or more. The workshops on Monday

were attended by 89 people. The highest

number of participants was Tuesday: 135.

Wednesday had 127 participants, Thursday 131.

We were obliged to the NRC as a free

intermediar\ for hotel reservation for 75

participants. We were very pleased that almost

all participants presenting a paper did send an

abstract earh enough for publication, (of which

copies are still available).
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Social Program

A reception offered by the Ministry of

Education and Sciences and the Municipality of

Amsterdam, at the Amsterdam Historical

Museum was held early Tuesday evening. On
Wednesday afternoon everybody was invited to

join an extensive excursion in and aroimd

Amsterdam on a canal boat

Thursday evening was reserved for a farewell

party with buffet dinner at the SWIDOC
building, which was also the site of the

IASSIST and IFDO business meetings.

Support

Arrangements have been made with a few-

invited speakers to meet their expenses.

UNESCO money was reserved for participants

from Third Worid countries, as KLM-support

had to be reserved for USA-Amsterdam tickets.

Result

The outcome of the conference can only be

measured by the participants themselves. We
have had some very positive comments by word

of mouth as well as in writing. We hope that

everyone enjoyed the conference and the

accompanying social activities. It was a very-

busy lime, but the whole staff of the archive

enjoyed hosting a joint lASSIST-IFDO
conference.

Conclusion

A financial statement accompanying die above

general conference report follows below. Funds

have been reserved to the purpose of publishing

proceedings.

Henk Schrik

Amsterdam, May 12, 1985.

Financial Statement: IFDO/IASSIST conference.

May 1985, Amsterdam

Income:

Registration fees:

(Sold) Abstracts Publication

UNESCO

Royal Academy of Sciences/

Ministry of Education

KLM-Royal Dutch Airlines

Ministry Econ. Affairs

Fl. 30.306.20

Fl. 270.00

Fl. 5,771.25

Fl. 10,000.00

Fl. 2.000.00

Fl. 6,510.00

Fl. 54.857.45

Expenditures:

Krasnapolsky:

tea/coffee/lunches/conference rooms

Fl. 21.357.85

Social Program:

Farewell-party/canaltrip/business meetings

Fl. 5.924.94

Support to participants

Fl. 9.583.80

Staff/printing/portfolios/badges/misc.

R 7.797.53

Reserved for publication of proceedings

Fl. 4,000.00

Reserved for SWIDOC for travel

Fl. 6.000.00

Fl. 54.857.45
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Contents of Current Journals

Historical methods

vol. 18(4), Fall 1985

p. 125 From Survey to sample: labor market data for interwar London. / B. Eichengreen & S.

Freiwald

p. 137 An index of soil production potential as applied to historic agricultural adaptation: a

Kentucky example./ K. Raitz & N. O'Malley

p. 147 A note on 'log-linear analysis of coniingency tables'./ G. J. G. Upton

p. 155 Estimates of infant mortality on the western frontier: the use of genealogical data./ K.A.

Lynch, G.P. Mineau, D. L Anderton

European political data newsletter

no. 58, March 1986

p. 5 The reliability of three cross-national databases./ Jan Faber & Michiel S. de Vries.

p. 27 SIGEDA: a Belgian ecological data base./ Ph. Laurent & J. P. Duprez

p. 35 Statistical packages for microcomputers: new vistas for social science researchers in 1985./

Edwin H. Carpenter

p. 59 The state of Miniiab.

p. 61 SURVPAK: an interactive survival analysis package.
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Data nieuws. Bulletin van het Steinmetzarchief

nr 4, februari 1986

p. 1 Data file acquisitions: [in Dutch]

N85.2 Public opinion survey, weekly polls 2nd quaner 1985.

N85.3 Public opinion survey, weekly polls 3rd quaner 1985.

P0722 Additional provisions survey. 1983.

P0791 Study of vacations and entertainment, 1979.

P0797 Vacationers and automobile owners, a market segmentation study.

P0798 Work projects for unemployed youth, what do they think about it?

P0799 Careers of post-secondary education students in Amsterdam (voice).

P0800 Social participation of divorced mothers.

P0801 Influence of tv - news programs and their role in the 1972 second chamber

elections.

P0802 School drop-outs.

P0803 Sports, physical ihreshholds, and stimuli.

P0804 Continuation survey [wave 31] etc.

P0805 The relationship between the social status of women and psychological complciints.

P0806 Reader's Digest survey of Europe today.

P0807 Macro-economic role of military expenditure on OECD countries.

P0808 The Dutch man.

P0809 Moved lines, [in the Indonesian economy]

P0810 Responses to written questionnaires.

P0811 Vacation survey 1982.

P0812 Vacation survey 1983.

P0813 The demand for post-secondary education.

P0814 Admissions - a flow-through survey,

p. 5 Documentation [the components of] [in Dutch]

p. 7 Other archives: Zentrum fuer Historische Sozialforschung e.v. Quantum Forschunsstelle [in

English]

p. 7 [Book review:] Buitenlandse politiek in de Nederlandse publieke opinie. [in Dutch]

p. 8 ISRC-DDB (The International Statistical Institute Research Centre - dynamic data base, [in

Dutch]

p. 9 SPSS - X. [in Dutch]

p. 9 Who archives what, [in Dutch]
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ESRC Data Archive bulletin

number 34, May 1986

p. 1 News: Core funding for the Archive

The Data Protection Act of 1984

The Archive's new computing equipment

The micro comer

Rural areas database

The Genera] Household Survey

Joint ESRC/NSF repon on large-scale data resources

CSO macro-economic time series data bank

New undertaking forms: a clause that will not appear

Visiting fellows 1986

StafT changes 1986

Software bulletin

Cunent archive representatives

p. 10 New acquisitions:

Social issues in Parliament, 1965-1981

Survey of book readership

Survey of domestic services

Factors mediating the efTects of unemployment on health

p. 12 Research organizations, data institutions and foreign archives

p. 13 Notes [abstracts of other periodicals]

p. 18 Books [reviews]

Survey methodology: a journal of Statistics Canada
vol. 11 number 2, December 1985

[issue in English & French]

p. 89 The relationship between statisticians and statisticians / M.B. Wilk

p. 95 Stratification in the Canadian labour force survey / J.D. Drew, Y. Belanger & P. Foy

p. Ill Sampling microfilmed manuscript census returns / D.R. Bellhouse

p. 119 Estimation of total for two characters in multiple frame surveys / B.C. Saxena, P. Narain,

& A.K. Srivastava

p. 133 Seasonal adjustment of labour force series during recession and non-recession periods /

E.B. Dagum & M. Morry

p. 145 Relational patterns between total unemployment and unemployment beneficiaries in Canada

/ E.B. Dagun, G. Huot. N. Gait, & N. Laniel

p. 161 Basic principles of questionnaire design / L. Swain p. 17] An overview of the

strengths and weaknesses of the selected administrative data files / R.B.P. Verma &. P.

Parent

p. 181 User of administrative data files for migration estimates; a case study of driver's licence

file in Ontario / R.D. Sharma & C. Wong
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p. 187 The development of Alberta health care records and their applications to small-area

papulation estimates / F. Ahmad et al.

p. 197 The use of Hydro accounts in the British Columbia regression based population estimation

model / D.G. McRae

p. 203 Estimating the age/sex distribution of small area population / D.S. O'Neil & CD.
Mcintosh

p. 211 Estimating population by age and sex for census divisions and census metropolitan areas /

R.B.P. Verma. K.G. Basavarajappa & R.IC Bender

p. 219 Experience w^ith small area population estimates / R.K. Bender

Computers and the social sciences

vol. 1, number 3/4, July-Dec. 1985

p. 127 Computer technology and social relations / Dean Harper

p. 133 The new division of labor: the mobility of new technology and its impact on work / Dick

Batten

p. 141 The effects of computers and the computer industry on the development of third world

nations / Gary A. Goreham

p. 149 The inept and the computer revolution: some clues from other innovations / William E
Feinberg

p. 155 The computer imperative among owners of home computers: explanation by social factors

/ Edward F. McQuarrie

p. 163 Computer technology and organizational culture / Lisa Gundry

p. 167 The efTects of a computerized information system in a hospital / Jeffrey C. Salloway,

Michael A. Counie, Krisien Kjerulff

p. 173 Faculty responses to the computerization of a university / Joan McCord

p. 181 Students' attitudes toward computers / Stephen Amdt, James Clevenger & Lori Meiskey

p. 191 The social use of electronic communication at a major university / Laurel Nan Hellerstein

p. 199 The microcomputer and social relationships / William E. Mihalo

Journal of economic and social measurement

vol 14, no. 1, 1986

p. 1 Unemployment rates and their implications for human resource planning / Terry F. Buss

p. 19 On the precision of consumer price indices caused by the sampling variability of budget

surveys / B.M. Balk and H.M.P. Kersien

p. 37 Using medicare data for shon-run projections of the elderly population / Stanley K.

Smith

p. 51 The impact of inflation in the monetary stocks of the firm / Leroy Brooks and Dale

Buckmaster
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p. 65 An analysis of female work experience data derived from social security records / Brent

R. Moiilton

p. 77 A comparison of anticipatory' surveys and econometric models in forecasting U.S. business

investment / J. Steven Landefeld & Eugene P. Seskin

p. 87 A note on the savings rate / Dale Helen & Carole Nuckton

Centre Latinoamericano de Detnografia. Boletin del Banco de Dates

no. 11, abril de 1986

[issue in English & Spanish]

p. 10 Introduction

p. 12 Services available

a. Data Bank services

b. Other CELADE population information services

p. 14 Procedures to obtain Data Bank services

p. 22 Tables listing holdings of the Data Bank

Latin American and Caribbean censuses of 1960, 1970, and 1980

Experimental census and demographic survey data

Internal migration, household and other survey data

Fertility survey data

Family planning survey data

p. 38 Description of the programmes used in CELADE

Humanistiske data 1-86

(Norwegian Computing Centre for the Humanities)

The art of cataloguing an/ M. Pedersen [in Norwegian]

Computing and the teaching of Norwegian language in primary schools/ A.G. Eriisland

[in Norwegian]

Manual vs automatic tagging: English grammar students facing competition/ M. Brekke

Norwegian]

Text-io-speech syntheses/ K. Slethei [in Norwegian]

Computing and weaving/ B.T. Myhre [in Norwegian]

Computing in the humanities - past and future/ J.H. Hauge [in Norwegian]

Computing services for the arts in Great Britain/ K. Natvig

News and notes: [in Norwegian]

The Norwegian Wettgensiien project

Research fellowship in 'Automated archive information'

Archive data entry and computing in the Nordic local archives

Annual conference of Museum Computer Network 1985

Fall 1986
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Growing up in the electronic future.

Fifth Nordic conference on computational linguistics

New from the Council for Research in the Humanities

Government publications review

vol 13(2), March-April 1986

p. 175 Letter to the editor / M. Henderson

p. 177 Government information and new technology: a viewpoint / J. Brooks

p. 181 The TIGER system:aulomating the geographic structure of the United States census / R.

W. Marx

p. 203 The KAL 007 uagedy: the use of FBIs in cross cultural research / R. L Solso

p. 209 A myster>' tour through Lhe lumber room: United States census publications, 1820-1930, a

descriptive essay / M. Fagan

p. 233 Congress, higher education, and the U.S. Federal Depository Program / W. Kahles

p. 243 Machine-readable data files: statistics on crime and criminal justice / J.S. Rowe & S.

Anderson

p. 249 The National Archives at 50 / R. Warner

p. 257 Government publications in the medical sciences / J.J. Angler

p. 265 Recent literature on government information / P.M. Bochnig

p. 277 Reviews / D. Gamer

European political data newsletter

no. 59, June 1986

p. 5 Political science in Sweden./ Olof Ruin

p. 14 Surveys of the labour force in the European Community: -Sample survey on the labour

force in the Community -Some results from the Community labour force survey/ H.

Furst

p. 25 Books Voters begin to choose / Oddbjoem Knudsen

p. 28 Politics in sourthem Europe / Einar Bemtzen

Computer section

p. 31 SPSS/PC+ - some considerations,

p. 38 ICPSR - access to ICPSR databases,

p. 44 Statistical software for microcomputers,

p. 49 FAKAD.
p. 52 BMDP.
p. 55 Social science information: a directory of courses,

p. 57 TDDA vl.2; statistics software for the Apple.

p. 58 AFSET - TAIS conference.
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p. 59 12th Urban data management symposium,

p. 60 APDU - 11th annual conference.

Historical methods

vol. 19(2), Spring 1986

p. 45 Classifying causes of death during the late nineteenth and early twentieth centuries: the

case of infant mortality./ Hallie J. Kintner

p. 55 Searching for nineteenth-century farm tenants: an evaluation of methods./ John T.

Houdek & Charles F. Heller, Jr.

p. 62 Must historians regress? An answer to Lee Benson./ J. Morgan Kousser

p. 82 How to study history: the view from sociology./ Jack A. Goldstone

Computers and the social sciences

vol. 2(1/2). Jan- June 1986

Special double issue on statistical packages.

p. 1 Reviewing statistical software on microcomputers: methods and vision./ Grant Blank

p. 11 A review of regression, correlation and arima capabilities in four full-featured

microcomputer statistical packages./ Robert Nash Parker

p. 23 Scaling and classification with microcomputers./ Edward E. Brent, Jr. & James D.

Campbell

p. 39 Data management capabilities of full-featured microcomputer statistical packages./ Andrew

A. Norton

p. 51 Teaching introductory survey analysis with full featured microcomputer statistical packages./

Richard J. Peterson

p. 57 Another view of full-featured software./ Grant Blank

p. 59 Comments on the review of P-STAT in Computers and the social sciences./ Shirrell

Buhler

p. 61 SPSS Inc. reply to reviewers of SPSS/PC./ Tony Babine

p. 63 BMDP comments addressing reviews in Computers and the social sciences./ Linda K.

Muthen

p. 65 Selection of statistical software for micros./ Harry V. Roberts

p. 69 Comments on what researchers need in microcomputer statistical packages./ William J.

Kennedy

p. 71 The need for exploratory data analysis software./ Neil W. Polhemus

p. 75 Discriminating staustical software./ Leland Wilkinson

p. 79 Statistical packages for microcomputers: what next?/ Luu Erbring

p. 81 On evaluating statistics software./ Paul F. Velleman
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p. 85 Statistical miaocomputing: running light../ Gary M. Grandon

p. 89 The miCTO revolution in social science computing./ Jacob Cohen

p. 91 Software reviews

- PSY468A: topics in research methods./ John W. AJspaugh
- GRAPHWRTTER version 4.30./ James D. Campbell
- ABSTAT (release 4.08)./ Barry Markovsky
- Micro-dynamo./ Carl Grafton & Anne Permaloff

- CHIPENDALE./ Jeffrey Nash

p. 99 Book review

- The western interstate commission for higher education, instructional appHcations of

information technologies./ Joseph Raben

Online vol.1 0(4), July 1986

Feature articles

p. 15 Downloading...still a live issue? A survey of database producer policies for both online

services and laserdisks./ Nancy Garman
p. 32 The IBM PC as an online search machine Part 6: uploading./ Stuan J. Kolner

p. 39 Laserdisk directory - part 2./ compiled by Bruce Connolly

p. 51 JAPIO - Japanese patent applications online./ Edlyn S. Simmons

p. 60 First Look - Digital Equipment Corporation's CDROM software and database

publications./ Michael Q. Adams

p. 67 End-user searching in a large library network: case study of patent attorneys./ Alice J.

Vollaro & Donald T. Hawkins

p. 74 Paradox: a new DBMS program with artificial intelligence features enters an already

crowded market/ Nancy K. Herther

Columns & special features

p. 4 Letters to the editor

p. 6 The inverted file - multitype library networks are they simply a vehicle for "resource rape"

by "net borrowers?"./ guesl editorial by Paul W. Kittle & Kathleen M. Puffer

p. 11 The printout./ newspages by June Thompson

p. 92 Hardcopy - reviews of recent writings./ Nancy Garman
p. 96 Document delivery - Japanese titles./ Antoinette W. Colben

p. 98 National online circuit news - electronic mail for the national online circuit/ Bill

Richardson

p.lOO Caduceus - what jargon is really necessary when teaching (and learning) online skills?/

Bonnie Snow
p.l08 Management focus - a perspective on the challenges facing special libraries./ Jack Borbely

p.ll2 European notes - online services, information technology and the information industry in

Europe./ L. J. Anthony & Jacky Deunette
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The databank section

p.ll9 Business information in the end-user databanks pan 2./ compiled by Mick O'Leary

p.l22 Databank news./ Jtme Thompson

p.l24 Infoglobe databases./ Karen Melville

Computers and the Humanities vol. 20(1) Jan-Mar 1986

A special double issue on activities in Canada: Part 2

p.3 Modeling emotional tone in stories using tension levels and categorical states./ C.W.

Anderson & G.E. McMaster

p.ll Quelques resultats d'une analyse auiomaiique du discours Duplessiste./ Gilles Bourque &
Jules Duchastel

p.l9 Cluster analysis for the computer-assisted statistical analysis of melodies./ Luigi Logrippo &
Benard Stepien

p.35 Toward a language for human movement/ Thomas W. Calven

p.45 Creating the electronic New Oxford English Dictionary./ J. C. Gray

p.51 Stylislics and the computer: classroom mix and match?/ Brenda Dunn-Lardeau

p.55 Book review: Jan Aarts (Roger Tallentire), Corpus linguistics: recent developments in the

use of computer corpora in English language research.

p.57 Software reviews:

- Tq3, Multilingual word processing package for the IBM PC (W. McCarty);

- Noia bene (W. McCany)

Journal of Economic & Social Measurement

vol. 14(2) July 1986

p.91 Household savings in an era of financial turmoil, 1975-1984./ Leo Grebler.

p.l07 Updating local area population projections with cunent migration estimates./ John M.

Kennedy, Gordon F. De Jong, and Daniel T. Lichter.

p.l21 Incorporating longitudinal aspects into morulity research using social security adminisuative

record data./ Haniei Orcutt Duleep

p.l35 Complex survey data analysis: extimaies of standard errors using pseudosuata./ Eun Sul

Lee, Ronald N. Forlho'fer, Charies E. Hoker III, and Cari A. Taube

p.l45 A statistical test of the stabilit\ assumption inherent in empirical extimates of economic

depreciation./ Keith A. Shriver

p.l55 Missing observations: a simultaneous approach versus interpolation by related series./

Steven G. Lanning
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SSD kontakt

vol. 1-2/1986

(Swedish Social Science Data Service)

p. 1 The Swedish election studies, {in Swedish]

p.l2 Scandinavian election studies, [in Swedish]

p.l5 An overview of international election studies, [in Swedish]

p.l6 Secondary analysis of election studies, [in Swedish]

p.20 ICPSR's summer program in quantitative methods, [in Swedish]

p.23 ABC for microcomputers, [in Swedish]

p.25 A conference with SSD's user committee, August 25-26. [in Swedish]

p.27 News from other data archives, [in Swedish]

p.30 Data from other countries in the SSD collections, [in Swedish]

p.32 New arrivals and processed Swedish data files, [in Swedish]

p.50 SSD class 1 data files, [in Swedish]

p.52 English summary.

Humanistiske data 2-86

(Norwegian Computing Centre for the Humanities)

p. 4 Scandinavian computing conference for museums of an and cultural histor\' [in Norwegian]

p. 41 Computing in the Norwegian museum of art and cultural history /J.B. Oestby [in

Norwegian]

p. 48 CD-ROM - a half gigabyte in your pocket/ O. Reigem [in Norwegian]

p. 74 Educational uses of existing linguistic software / C. Toubro

p. 85 Computer activities in public archives./ I. Fonnes [in Norwegian]

p. 94 'Project Emperor-I' - Chinese treasure on videodisc. 'Project Emperor-I' - Chinese

treasure on videodisc. K. Natvig [in Norwegian]

p. 98 Training the information researcher for the future. J.H. Hauge
p.l04 Seminar [for compuung staff in the humanities] at Ustaosei April 1986 / A. Braendeland

[in Norwegian]

p.llO XVIIl International Congress of Papyrology [repor]/ E.S. Ore [in Norwegian]

p.113 ICAME 7th [report] / K. Hofland [in Norwegian]

p.ll7 News from the Council for Research in the Humanities

p.l31 Summary
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Historical social research: Quantum information

no. 39, July 1986

p. 3 Continuity and change in the recruitment of SPE>-members in a Berlin county from
1945-1973. [in German]

p. 36 Social situation and political orientation - students and professors at Giessen University

1918-1945. Pan two./ P. Chroust

p. 86 Breaking of social barriers as an expression of the emergence of a modem society in the

mid- 19th century - based on the example of selected Polish towns. / W. Molik & K.

Makowski

p.lOl The defeat of the German universities 1933./ B.W. Reimann

Computers and the humanities

V.20(4) Oct- Dec 1986

Special issue on activities in France, Part 2

p.239 Du texte Latin a la concordance imprimee./ Philippe Fleury

p.247 How the French dialectal data enter the Atlas Linguarum Europae./ G. Tuaillon

p.253 Methode d'analyses statistiques informatisees des microtoponymes Franc-Comtois./

Francoise GrefTier

p.255 Vers un systeme expen pour I'anaiyse des textes de moyen Francais./ O. Demiame, J.

Graff, M. Henin, S. Monsonego, H. Nais

p.263 Rapport d'activite sur "Le traitement informatique des textes medievaux"./ M. Courtois,

D. logna-Prat, M. Parisse, M. Pauimier-Foucard

p.267 Introducing the Institut de recherche et d'histoire des textes (C.N.R.S.): medieval book and

computer./ Lucie Fossier and Marie-Josephe Beaud

p.269 MEDIUM: realities and projects./ Agnes Guillaumont and Jean-Luc Minel

p.273 Construction d'un prototype de sysieme expert dans le domaine historique./ C. Bourlet, L.

Fossier, A. Guillaumont, J.L. Minel

p.277 Graphical representation of a Boolean array./ Alain Guenoche

p.283 Machine translation and the SYGMART system./ P.C. Rolf and J. Chauche

p.289 Limited context semantic translation from a single knowledge-base for a natural language

and structuring metarules./ Liana Popesco

p.297 Letter from GETA./ Christian Boitet

p.299 Politique des banques des donnees en sciences humanities el sociales./ Serge Cacaly

p.303 The ORTHOTEL databank./ Charles Muller

p.309 La banque des donnees crisial: un capital heurisiique sur I'imagmaire./ Eric Marchandet

and Pascale Morelie

p.313 Index of citations from ancient Egypt literature./ Claude Crozier-Brelot

p.319 The research centre for automatic treatments in classic archaeology./ Anne-Marie

Guimier-Sorbets
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p.323 List of laboratories with addresses

p.325 Retrospect/ Joseph Raben

ESRC data archive bulletin

n.35 September 1986

p.l News:

The ESRC data archive catalogue.

Computer teleconferencing at the Archive.

p.2 On-line maao-economic data service.

Teaching quantitative data analysis: a weekend workshop.

1991 (sic!) population census.

Rural areas database.

Seminar on cataloguing of computer files.

p.4 Archive computer named.

Data review: comparative macro economic data holding.

New stafT at the Archive.

Hectronic mail box address.

p.5 New acquisitions:

Youth labour market data, 1948-1979./ G. Hutchinson and A. Drobny

Long-term changes in Nutrition, welfare and productivity in Britain./ R. Floud

p.6 ECPR pany manifestoes project/ D.J. Hearl, 1. Budge, D. Robertson

Exstat data bank available

"National classifications of 1981 census enumeration districts: super profiles and super

profile groups new opportuniies for academic research", by Peter J.B. Brown.

p.9 Revisions and updates to existing holdings.

p.9 Updates to serial holdings.

p.lO Research organisations, data institutions and foreign archives

p.ll Notes [abstracts of other periodicals]

p.l6 Software Bulletin

p.sl Books [reviews]

p.l9 Appendices

A: Recent acquisitions to the ICPSR archive at Michigan

B: Datasets acquired since the publication of bulletin 34.
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ZA- Information 19, November 1986

(Zentralarchiv fuer empirische Sozialforschung)

p. 4 Editorial notes [in German] Reports from the archive

p. 5 ALLBUS 1986: data file and codebook soon disseminable. [in German]

p. 6 British social attitudes: data handbooks for the British 'ALLBUS' [in German]

p. 8 The status of foreigners in the Federal Republic: the survey of foreigners 1982 is being

archived in the ZA [in German]

p.l5 International Social Science Council workbooks in comparative analysis [in German]

p.l9 New edition of the Study inventory [in German]

p.20 Technological assimilation: data files on the theme of Hamburg's 'Sociology Day', [in

German]

Research notes

p.21 Technology, between remoteness and proximity in daily life./ Fuchs, D., J. Berger and E.

Mochmann [in German]

p.29 New data files for election research. The Konrad Adenauer Foundation deposits more data

files in the Archive, [in German]

p.30 Black & White or LISREL? How large is the proportion of 'temporary answers' in the

Postmaterialism index?/ W. Jagodzinski [in German]

p.52 Third person at the interview. Effects on marriage and partnership variables, using data

from the '1984 welfare survey'/ H.M. Mohr [in German]

p.72 New technology and the destruction of the work place. A comparison with the survey

opinions of the people of the Federal Republic./ Jaufmann, D. & E. Kistler [in

German]

p.80 Opinions that cannot be. An experiment in interviewing for 'pseudo-opinions'./ Aschmann,

M. & J. Widmann [in German]

p.84 Data handbook with an emphasis on urban and regional comparisons, [in German]

p.85 Time-series analysis: the ZA spring seminar March 9-27, 1987.
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News & Notes Announcing HRAF Research Series in

Quantitative Cross- Cultural Data

Volume I

General Cultural and Religious Data

David Levinson, Series Editor

Edited and compiled by

David Levinson and Richard A. Wagner

Volume n
Death and Dying in the Life Cycle

Edited and compiled by

Anothony P. Glascock and Richard A. Wagner

Pre-Coded Data On Disks

from Human Relations Area Files, Inc., v.ll,

if 1-2. November J 986.

HRAF is pleased to announce a new publication

series designed to disseminate quantitative

cross-cultural data on disks for IBM and IBM
compatible personal computers. Two disks are

now available which provide data on 206

variables for the 60-culture Probability Sample

Files cross-cultural sample. These data cover a

variety of topics with a focus on basic cultural

characteristics, demography, religion, and social

organization. At least two additional disks

covering family relationships, social control,

aggression, and mathematics will be available

shortly. Other planned publications in the series

will include time allocation data organized by

Allen Johnson, n

In response to requests for computerized

cross-cultural data, HRAF announces a new

research series in quanuiative data for IBM PCs

and compatibles. Volume 1 contains general

cultural and religious data for the sixty cultures

in the Probabilitj' Sample Files. Volume II

includes life cycle data for the PSF.

Compilation of these codes is intended to

facilitate the use of cross-cultural data in social

science teaching and research. The 103

variables in Volume 1 cover a wide range of

topics including religion, social organization,

demography, warfare, social problems, cultural

complexity, and social change. Volume II's 104

variables include dan on birth, birth control,

infanticides, abortion, marriage, treatment of the

aged, and death. Subsequent volumes in the

series will cover family relationships, domestic

violence, crime, food habits, and mathematics,

among others.

The files, including floppy and codebook, are

priced at $40.00 per volume. They may be

purchased together for $70.00. A demo disk for

the CRISP statistica! analysis package for PCs

by CRUNCH SOFTWARE is included.

Purchasers of the HRAF data series may buy

CRISP at a ten percent discount n

Distributed by HRAF Press. P.O. Box 2015.

Yale Station

New Haven, CT 06520
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NEW INDIVIDUAL RATES
FOR

Paradigm Press

PUBLICATIONS

SCOPE
The only newsletter reporting regularly on computer applications

in the humanities and social sciences. Regular updating on hard-

ware, software, courseware, grants, data bases, networks, and
publications. A comprehensive informational calendar.

Computers
, yf/o/fa/iUf&i

The premier journal in its field, established in 1966. Refereed
scholarly articles on research applications in literature, language,

history musicology, cultural anthropology, and archaeology.
Comprehensive book reviews and review essays. Reviews of soft-

ware, hardware, and courseware.

Computers
and the

Social Sciences
The new refereed scholarly journal covering computer applications

in sociology, anthropology, political science, urbem studies, psy-
chology, and related fields. Comprehensive book reviews and
review essays. Reviews of software, hardware, and courseware.

Each of these publications is now priced at only $25.00 for

individuals paying by personal check. To enter your subscription,

return the reply card below.

Please enter my individual subscription(s) to the publications

checked. Payment will be hy personal check.

SCOPE My check is enclosed. Please begin

CHum my subscription immediately.

CaSS Please send an invoice.

I want a copy of Data Bases in the Humanities and Social

Sciences at $39 plus $2 domestic postage.

Name

Address
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IASSIST
The International Association (or Social Science

Information Services and Technology (IASSIST)

is an international association of individuals who
are engaged in the acquistion, processing,

maintenance, and distribution of machine

readable text and /or numeric social science data.

The membership includes information system

specialists, data base librarians or administrators,

archivists, researchers, programmers, and

managers. Their range of interests encompases
hard copy as well as machine readable data.

Paid-up members enjoy voting rights and receive

the IASSIST QUARTERLY. They also benefit

from reduced fees for attendance at regional and

international conferences sponsored by IASSIST.

fvlemebership fees are:

Regular (viembership: $20 per calendar year

Student fvlembership: $1 per calendar year

International subscriptions to the QUARTERLY
are available, but do not confer voting rights or

other membership benefits.

Institutional Subscription: $35 per calendar year

(includes one volume of the QUARTERLY)

/ would like to become a member
of IASSIST. Please see my
choice below:

D $20 Regular Membership

'-' $10 Student Membership
D $35 Institutional Membership

Myprimary interests aie:

'—
' Archive Services/Administration

pj Data Processing/Data Management

p" Research Applications

lJ Other ( specify)

Name Phone

Institutional Affiliation

Mailing Address

City

Country zip/postal code

Please make checks

payable to IASSIST

and IVIail to

:

Ms. Jackie McGee
Treasurer, IASSIST

Rand Corporation

1700 Mian Street

Santa Monica, CA. 90406

BiiBiiiiiiiiiiiiiiieii
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DATE: October 24. 1986

CONTACT; Janet Boltax

THE REPORTS OF THE BUREAU OF APPLIED SOCIAL RESEARCH

The Reports of the Bureau of Applied Social Research on mlcro-
flche constitute one of the world's most Important resources
In applied social research.

From Its beginning In 1937 under the direction of Dr. Paul F.

Lazarsfeld, the Bureau was a creative. Innovative force In the

field, conducting hundreds of studies. These Included commercial
studies, foreign audience analyses for the Voice of America,
studies of antl-prejudice propaganda and public health communi-
cations, a study of the world's cities, population and manpower
research, urban and poverty studies, education and communica-
tions research and many others. The Bureau's efforts defined
the Issues and originated methodologies for the study of human
behavior In real-life situations.

The microfiche edition of the Bureau's reports, monographs and

training manuals make this historic body of research available
to a wide audience. The microfiche collection is supplemented
by a hard-bound, printed guide which contains a complete listing
of the titles In the collection.

The complete Reports of the Bureau of Applied Social Research
consists of 510 titles and is available on 810 silver halide
microfiche for $2,000. Individual tides are also available.
The guide Is $50. For additional information, call Clearwater
collect at (212) 873-2100.

CLEARWATER POBLISHING COMPANY, INC.

1995 Broadway, New York NY 10023 212 • 873-2100
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IASSIST 87
Annual Conference

and Workshops

Conference Location

Ramddd Renaissance

Hotel

1 733 Comox Street

Vancouver, Canada
May 19-22, 1987

Scltedule

The following schedule

will be observed:

• Intent to submit a paper

or proposal, accompa-

nied by an abstract

by November 28th,

1986

• Notification of accept-

ance by Program

Committee

by December 1 9th,

1986

Program Committee
For further information

contaa:

IASSIST 1987 Program

Committee

c/o Sue Cavrel

Machine Readable

Archives/Public Archives

Canada

395 Wellington Street

Ottawa, Ontario,

Canada Kl A 0H5

Carolyn Ceda
ICPSRBox 1248

Ann Arbor, Michigan,

USA, 48106
e-mail:

Carolyn_Ceda

@Mich-MTS.MAILNET

or

Bjorn Henrichsen

Norwegian Social Science

Data Services (NSD)

Hans Holmboesgt 22

N-5000 Bergen, Norway
e-mail: fnslh@

NOBERCEN.BITNET

lA^^dl^ I
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13th annual conference of data archive

and data library professionals

PkELIMINARYANNOUNCEMENT & CALL FOR PAPERS

The 1987 IASSIST Conference will feature presentations on

a wide variety of topics of interest to social scientists, data

archivists, librarians, information specialists, researchers,

programmers, urban planners and government agency

administrators. The Program Committee is now soliciting

contributions in the form of papers, proposals for panel

discussions, roundtables, workshops or tutorials to be
presented at the conference.

All p>ap)ers or proposals concerned with the generation,

transfer, retrieval and use of machine-readable social

science data will be considered. Papers which discuss

issues and techniques related to integrating the service,

processing utilization funaions are particularly en-

couraged.

Local arrangements

committee:

Laine Ruus

Data Library, University of

British Columbia
6356 Agricultural Road
Vancouver, B.C.

Canada V6T 1W5
e-mail: Laine_Ruus

©UBC.MAILNET

Walter Piovesan

W.A.C. Bennett Library

Simon Fraser University

Burnaby, B.C.

Canada V5A 1S6

e-mail:

Walter_Piovesan

©SFU.MAILNET

Tentative Topics

Listed below are tentative

topics for papers, panels,

roundtables, tutorials and

workshops. The Program

Committee encourages

your participation.

Data iisues:

data Interchange

• complex data files:

design, collections, etc.

comparability of

electoral studies data

• special data colleaions:

the Araic

online quantitative

databases and database

vendors

• administrative and

historical data

textual data and textual

data archives

data files in the class-

room

dealing with dirty data

Po//cy issues:

archival responsibility

and public access to

data

• the role of governments

in data collection and

dissemination

• commercial sector roles

in data collection and
dissemination

• computer files/

programs and intellec-

tual prop>erty

Technical/software issues:

• mainframe-

microcomputer com-
patibility

file transfer: uploading/

downloading

• supercomputers

database management
systems

new physical storage

media

computer mapping and

graphics

• mainframe software

• microcomputer soft-

ware

• electronic mail and

teleconferencing

Management issues:

• thesauri for data file

classification and

description

• online catalogues and

indices: union lists of

data files

• funding for data

collections and services

• data archive/library

resources and manage-

ment

• databases of current

research
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Conference Intentions Form

NAME:

TITLE;

AFFILIATION:

ADDRESS:

PHONE:

E-MAIL ADDRESS:

Check all below that apply

O I intend to submit a paper on the following topic/title and enclose herewith an abstract:

O I propose a panel / seminar / roundtable on the topic of:

n I would be interested in a workshop on the following subject(s):

O I am interested in mounting the following Hardware/Software poster session / display:

Ma/7 this form to:

IASSIST 1987 Program Committee

c/o Sue Cavrel

Machine Readable Archives/Public Archives Canada

395 Wellington Street

Ottawa, Ontario,

Canada K1 A 0H5

iASSIST87

Conference Site

Ramada Renaissance

Hotel

at Denman Place,

1 733 Comox Street

(604)688-7711

Vancouver, B.C.,

Canada V6G 1 P6

Vancouver, site of EXPO
861

The perfect setting for a

conference, the Ramada
Renaissance Hotel is

located in Vancouver's

popular West End over-

looking English Bay, just a

few steps from the beach

and Stanley Park, and a

short walk from down-
town.

The 35-siorey Ramada
Renaissance Hotel

features 267 guest rooms

including 1 23 suites with

kitchens. There are also

two Club floors on the

upp>er levels, which

include such features as

terry lounging robes and

prestige toiletries. Hotel

amenities include a fine

rooftop restaurant offering

speaacular views of city,

ocean, mountains, and,

weather permitting,

sunsets.

The Ramada Renais-

sance offers a variety of

services, including

restaurants, a cocktail

lounge with dancing

nightly, swimming pool,

and Jacuzzi. For relaxation

and recreation the hotel

has a health club, racquet-

ball and squash courts,

and saunas. Also located

on the premises is an

indoor shopping mall with

33 stores and a movie

theatre. Airport bus

service to and from the

airport is available.

Our special IASSIST

conference rates will be

$75.00 Cdn. single

occupancy, and $80.00

Cdn. double occupancy.

A list of other accommo-
dations will be available.

Plan now to join us//
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